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WEEKLY 14(1-]1\ 11 UCKY NEW
HOPKINSVILLE, CiiRgIT1AN COUNTY

WA. GOEBEL.

CRAPS

REPORT

The Demoeratic nominee for Governor of Keutucky is, by his appearance
and his utterances before audience'',

ause Another Trage4lykln
South Christian.

The Local Tobacco
Market.

centred etug the popular impression
thet he is a sort of buitelem in politics
who eats his enemies 11 sith and bonee,

EM) IN THE WOODS

DEMAND WAS GOOD.

Horned Worm nakes Its l'he Body Of Cr:ed PerAppearance--Hail In
kins Was Found-Jake
Trigg-Insinctor's
Williams, the Slayier,
ent.
Statem
Arrested.

have tried to make a "B'ack Douglass"
of him who is hunting through Ken lucky homes with a savage appetite for
the "brims" of the men who have had

25,
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1899.

week The • r eeetus beset with all lioudsey.
kinds of troable and the oetcetne is a
Oely one witness was 1 Al:Dined
ere situ of the future ;
'his wa4 Press Scott, who h d been
isith the men on the right et t e trago
„. 3 0003 00
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and was an eye witness of tlie deed.
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LEAP.
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Medium
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Ossod
11 Uted13 26 progress of the game, an alteration
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Se0 arose between Williams and . Peskins
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8.,!..ipts for th. week
•I4•806 over scene money that was fit stake
eceipse for year
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TOWN.

John Foe wte erraigne I before City
Ja Ige Li esemil as a suspect today. The
pooee Nand hen prowling aroued town
iu the 0'111 hoer' of the night, end he
w us uustelt. to samara for his presence
on the street. He is an Gild offender,
to so

ale* Leave told hint to ilnre
pays d 16.7,0 die. If.dt "Iecepted the

Of

The ladies' waiting rocne has
TWO HANDSOME RESIDEPICES.
been newly papered and feruished, and
}entree & Bro. closed coutralts Saturnumerous improvements toiled to the
building. A new approach has been day for two handsome reeieenIces. One
is that of Mr. J. C. Detre. arid his lot
anniernoted et the en tranee.
-ewe.
on South Main street was cleared for
Wal'rr and
Miss Glenn.

Saturday's daily.

The Hopkinsville Board of Traie,
pursuant to a call, held a se ;Mee last
night in the board room of the First
National bank. President M. 0. Forbes

the foundation Saturday afteen000. It
will be colonial in style, brickIveneered.
The other will be built for Mg. George

follows :
R. E Cooper, Hunter Wood, Sr , J
H. Anderson, John T. Edmunde, Dr

dawfhter,

tickaa

nest element to the wont in this cow
itienity. There are trtbates to

their future home

ities, duly constituted, and a moral as
well as a political obligation, we
thought, rested ripen all who participat•

Meeting Of the Hunting
Club.

DINNER WAS SERVED.

1

AN ['ALSO TERY.

MR. HAMPTON

F X.

_
L -gan Presbytery nterets at Fairview
Delegates and visitors will
August ate

Mr. Hampton Fox, form . if instruo
South
tor in the bronuese departm nt
be met at Pembroke with conveyances. Kentucky College, is in lbs city. He
H. U. Kiser.
will teach a short hand el , and will
sweswowees
aeseere
also be prepared to do all kinds of copy•
lug and general business cos esponlence
for those who may desire it services.

or
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FIRST FOR PHILIPFHNES.

In

The thirty-first infantry, ow at Fort
Thomas, will be the first of the new voluuteer regments to sail fo the Philippines. It may start as earl as September 1.
There are fifteen or twee ty iforikins.
ville and Christian county bo)8 in this
regiment.

trail.

shooting at a railroad man near Crofton
on June 211

Mi.tit Wel

w.

RUSISELLVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Next Session Opens September

24Too
a'..',

11-2

1-2 Fa---A

Able Faculty. Thorough Instruction.

Libraty 4nd Reading Room. Laboratory equal to ;ill
demands. Superior Athletic Field, Tennis Court, Electric
Lights, WaLer Supply and Baths.
Special tention to Boarding Department. Tuition free
to Minister' sons and LicetWatks. Expenses moderato.
For illustrated catalogue or information. address
1 E.

We
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doubtless have sold

lieve the suffering lady
Mns Johnson made an attempt to end
her life about two weeks ego by cutting

more straw hats this season
than any two houses in the

her throat with a roe )r.
Mrs. Johnson is in a bad state of health

city and still have on hand

and is also suffering with a cancer, and
it is supposed that was the cause of the
rash acts.

out of that immense stock

"Si

The Oinciuuati Er quires says:
Mr. John R. Green, of Hopkinsville,
Ky.,• travehng man well known in
many putts of the country, was at the
Emery.
-I was for Hardin in the gubernatorial contest,'' said he, "bat I shall vote
for Goebel and bell' ve he shall be elect•
ed away tie in the figures alter a famous fight. My brother, the tobacco
(tester at Hopkinsville, has lien a yen,
ardent Goebel man all along the tine,
Some of us are ions, but, we will come
around all right
--ewe

Rather than take chances
of carrying any ovor we will
our

Straw Hats at

tik,LED BY LIGHTNINO.

1-2Half Price 1-2
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Come Early To Cet The
Selections,

I T. Wall & Co.

Pas*
At
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'rola
Mn, B.

H. Claggett reoe!ve I a tele.
stating that his

this week

gram

nephew, who lived in Illinois, had beeu
killed by lightning. Thewictirres name
was Mack Hobson, a sou of Mr. Oleg.
gett's kiiteg.

A sae"

AT

COST!
Kitchen & Waller.

He was twenty-five years

Bethel
Female
College,

..
,
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Select Home School for Girls.

Session Begins
Sept. 4th.'99Eight Academic Schools. ilusis,
Elocution, Physical Culture.

Eleven Instructors.
Graduates of Leading Institutions.

Electric lights. Hot and cold
water throughout building. All modern conveniences. Healthful, refined, accestil)le.
Terms Moderate. City Patronage Solicited. Catalogues at Hopper Bros.' Book Store.
EDMUND HARRISON. A. M.,
President.
WM. H. HARRISON, M. A.,

Vice President.
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ice Boxesr\

AROUND.

COMING

Quite A Few Left.
sell the remainder of

AND

dose of carbolic acid and laudanum,
says the Clarksville Timed.. Great med.
ioal skill wee used the entire night to re-

/44.4

-112

Refrigerators

And Laudanum.

we bought last spring

'112

Carbolic Acid

ernoon at the home of Mrs. Dora Eddins, near Fairview, by taking a mixed

s11444
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S. ALDERMAN, D. El„ Pres.

Mrs. Joe Johnson, of Pembroke, at
tempted to commit suicide Sunday aft-

Hot Weatha Lilt.

7.'99

Classical, Literary and Scientific Courses,
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The Pleasure Seekers.

.

Has demonstrated clearly to the
farmers of this section that IT
PAYS to buy FERTILIZERS,
and the better the fertilizer the
better it pays. Experience has also satisfied the farmer on another
point, viz: th4t he will make no
mistake in buying either

Beginning
July 31
The Moayons' Big Store
will offer their entire
-stock of all

Armour Bone Mea ..,. i., i
......,. .4
...4,
Homestead or
.(. . „.
•.4„
...0
National.
..iii

Get
Your Summer Goods at
Your Own Price!
School
Tablets,
f.g
Sachels,
We Sell Fertilizer Only On Order,
Baskets,
Etc., THIS IS NO
From
IN DRILLS
FAKE SALE!
as we do not intend to carry
over any of our spring
goods.

Our line of Lawn Diminity and Organdies are the largest in the city.
Our stock of SHOES is complete in
every respect.

:-W.

Lloyd Whitlow and greatly erjeyed. A
vote of teauks was tendered Capt
Whit ow The club then adj turned to
meet at Hotel L tttam again next year
.
Sulphur is known to the medical profession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all Wood and akin diseases,
Littell's Liquid Sulphur is a clear solu- WHOLESALEc
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its & RETAIL
medicinal and hygienic iiialities retain•
el. Latch's Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will cure any skin disease on Huth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most aggravated case of skin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ifee
wtf
tel Latham.

& COMPANY.

racers

AD.

IP:docage 'lour I...weld 55'1.11 Caocareta.
car”(.1,f111 I palion foreveV.
10C.See. It C. C. C. tall, druagieta rwieud
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Mayans' Big Ire
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so if your friends wish to be certain of getting
their fertilizers they should give their order
for it either here at our store or to our traveling salesmen.
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We still handle the two reliable makes, SUPERIOR and EMPIRE, with or without disc.
Call and leave yOur order. Last year they
gave out before thie season closed and some
were compelled td., take other makes.
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As we do not believe in deception.
We are over-stocked and want
to close out our summer goods. Sonetting your trade, we are Resp

The,'

S.

These three brand$ have been handled by us
with highly satisfactory results to our patrons
for a number of years. A t.mour's seems to be
the most popular brand.

T.-:
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1

(INCORPORATED.)

ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.

Pr.

T. J. Hammond, for manly years a
merchant at Calelouia, Trig county,
Michael Griffie and Miss Katie
has purchssed the general uerchaudise
will lie eniteel Li marriagie
store of E. Y Peed & Co., he Gracey,
Monday afternoon at two o'clock at the
this county. The deal alio includes
home of the Leeds on Sooth Main streei
Lice Hotel
Capt. R. S. Pool's mill, the
Their engagement has been an open setown. From Sat tinily'. dully.
the
in
and some other property
cret several weeks. Mies Breathitt
I.
December
The 49,h annual meeting of theChrisPossession will be given
the accomplished and cultured datight
tian County Hunting Club was hold at
Msj John Breathitt. The gentlemen
REV. RENO DOWN R.
Hotel Latham on Wtdnesray of this
whom she will marry ;was until lately
week to arrange for the customary hunt
a resident of this city, having come here
The NasLville Atnerieen s ys: "Rev. this fall. Fourteen out of the elghteeein
from New York about itwo years ago B. R. Downer, of Keutuckyi who is sup.
regular members were present. Thete
to engage in the tobaccollousiness.
plying the pulpit of the Baptist cherch
were :
His genial nature hasj made him ia in Hopkinsville ells JunicusITI. spent Fri•
Capt. S. R. White, Frank Beaumont,
hest of friend, who rejoice at his godd day with friends in this citier
. He took
Capt. P. B. Pendleton, Do Brady,
fortune in winning the Stand and brake his academic course at Van
M
bilt U,
J. It. Caudle,
C. F. Jarrett,
of his attractive bride-Set-be. kr. Grit- varsity and his theologies course at
Walter R tdford,
W. A. Glass,
fiu is now living in Ped"tcah where lens Rochester, N. Y. Churcheslin TennesJas. Meriwether,
Hay Ranson,
control of large tobacco intereets.
see with vacant pulpit. woud do well to
Lyman McComb,
tleter Barker,
•
consider Mr. Downer.'
wesse---3-An elegent dinner was set by Capt.

At11ll1it10*11.111.

f;:inb

this season of the year, when all
ed in its deliberations, to abide by its re- who can get a vacation a:e takng it,
sults. We hoisted the Deinocratie ticket Sunday's discourse of
Talmage
to our masthead, and there it has re- which appears in full on page 2, is tugmained. Ceder the device ef the party geskive and appropriate. The text is
our ballots shall be stamped and all the John •, 2, 3: "A pool, which is call-'
itflaence at cur command shall be ex- ed in the Hebrew ,eanguage Bethesda,
erted for the victory of the ticket and having five porches. In these lay e
the triumph of the principles it repre- a great multitude of imretent folk, of
sent,.
L.;incl, halt, withered, waiting for ti
As for Mr. teciebee ye esteete him moving of the water.
personally, and in common with the
_
organized Democracy of the State are

Will Be Married

I ut it g-erantees it. :It metes that
tees plaster is the very beet et its
kind. The Red Croila Society use
It in their humane w.k. It is to
ev•-ry ailment in whi la a plaster is
employed. F_xeeene %Then you buy.
itot\Joirmeore a .1rouNswe,
si wanefactering eameleas, New York

.0.4
••

They will be fol-

The ball games this week between
tenets end whose life lougservice In the
Sturgis and llopkiusville will doubtless
cause of Democracy appeared to us to
be the moss interesting of th season.
give hint the greater prestige. It was
All of the local players are in excelnot that we loyal Goebel lees but Harlent condition, and will play better ball
din more When the Louisviile conveu.
than ever before.
lion held acted, we did not go behind its
The Sturgis team is one of the strongaction or look into the lighte and shadest amateur clubs in the State.
ows of those shifting scenes which culThe games on both Wednesday and
minated tu Goebeler victory. That cue
Thursday will be called at 3 o'clock
veratiou was called by the party author-

gAnt w

the county for the negro yesterday, but
found DO trace of him. Bloodhounds

v•••
.
swerwm

BETHEL COLLEGE.

appeared from vlew. Jailer Williamson
acid his deputy and other oflioers scour d

!:

UOOD GAMES PROMISED.

illation we supported another nian ; mit
whose unwavering derettou to party

1001

TIRADE-MARK.

him a bath, Hord dashed by hint, coat.
less and hatleee, and, running in the direction of the I 0 turn table, soon dis-

Pembroke Lady Swallows

kiwi,

Monday Afieracon.

ons
craw on Joirmans's Bzu...nsi
Firs-ran does not coe,ifr excellunee,

fineal•

lowed by the oJugratulattabe of a boil
anti esprueslons of grateful of friwnds.
gentimeut. PA the stuborustorisl now.

prea0itt

WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited.

*

14ti

bIG REAL ESTATE DAL.

.1 - is net 00,11.€ th . k n,tot it shows
t at he Pi Ow king, Se the leel

etri s!, 6141ft.

11 4i
)
We were not ungrateful for hi. service were limited to the members of the iiii•
to this city in more than nue emergency, mediate family. The Nippy couple left
when be smote, as with a mailed baud immediately after the ceremony on the
those who sought the sit,jigatiou of the L 0 train for Paducah which will be

ANNUAL

intelegence.

Ik sure that the Package bears our Trade-Hark.

Jim Hord, colored, escaped jail Sunday morning. When Deputy Kinney
T3 ler opened the door of his cell to give

were put on his track, but soon loin the
Hord was in jtil on a charge of

NICHOLS & SHEPARD CO., Daftly Creek, WWI.
Branch Houses; NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE,
wile full Etock of machines soul exties,
•W•1114e*******Mlile0.0.41100.043elseetweellt.steeeeoe

T. W. Blakey.
T C. Underwood was elected per
manent,secretary.
The personnel of the fell board fol-

Mr. and Mrs. J J Glenn of Madison
eeinnounce the engagement of the
will be
Calton, on Seventh street.
0 ua, to-John Trice Waller,
of brick throughout.
of elopkinseille. The marriage will tak
proud of his courage, his genius and his
in
October
chum:
Beptiet
place at the
CHALLENGE TO HORSEtIEN.
umehood. We glory iv the principles to
whioh he is pledged and in his manner
The foregoing annenneement will bE
of Harrod burg, has of expounding them. We are proud of
Goddard,
W.
W
received with pleasurable surptiseiu to.
to own. a republic where such a career is poss:•
lisuei an interesting challe
Cal society circles. The bride-to-be ha
of trotting horses in Kent cky. He ble; we are proud that there is in dsruoce
ern
fr,queirly visited hers aid her friend
racy no aristocracy save that of intellect,
offers to sho-.v his stallien, ed Leaf,
to which the humblest boy may attain,
are many. She is pretty Ind attractive,
Mel, and twelve of his get gaiust a and in which our candidate for Govern•
or
one
Glenn,
Prof.
of
and the daughter
like exhibit of any other trot lug sire in or is a bright particular star.
the beat known eineators and journall•
Kentucky or any other State. The forlate in Southern Kentuelry. Mr. Waller
ms, bto be #500 or $I,Otio
' reit
is a rising yoeng business man and ;
agreed. The show to be m e at the
connected with the firm of Dagg an
Lawrenceburg or the Thu ille, Ky ,
Richards. He is a gentleman of steer
fairs.
ling woith, of high character and du

4

Costs less than One Cent a cup.

otida 'w

FI

Nothing that helve to riake a perfect road and thresher engine has
been left out Of slighted in the construction of the Nicliols-Shepard
Traction Engine. Evcrythiug his been done that science, skill anei
experience could suggest to tied to lit effectiveness, power, durability
f,Lft, The boiler is of the very best selected
and safety from explosion
steel, thoroughly well made met- provided mitts every approved s:.fety
appliance. Thu fire-box is suiroundcd by water-top, bottom and sides.
The draft-damper is so twee that s; arks and'ashcs emit drop out. 1.1:3
1 1:::et am"
the smoke-stack is fitted wit:i patent ,
pint is strong, durable and is thorough:y tested.
Detailed descriptions and many illustrations of the Nichols-Shepard
Traction Engine and of the Nichols-Shepard separator aiid (steer
threshing machinery are contained in large eatelepe-meilcd free.

presided, and E. It Bassett was secretary pro tern The ol j No of the meeting was to fill vacancies existing on the
old Board, and the election resulted as

n

hors-'e

Sir

TRACTION ENGINE

WA:

The reunion of the B'ne &eoliths Gray
at Princeton the last three daye of last
week was a great suocess. Tlie ChrisThe attention of the public is directed
county veterans who attended
tian
to Mr. Ala B. 0 ,ff)'al advertisement in
grateful terms of tile many
in
speak
He has
this issue of the New ERA
next
Th treextended them. cityi
courtesies
purchased the Clark feed sind sale stable
first
the
in
this
be
held
will
union
on Virginia street, and will make a
1900.
October,
of
part
specialty of boarding ant feeding

Breakfast Cocoa

A Pembroke Woman Attempts Suicide By Taking Carbolic Acid And
Laudanum.

The Nichu!s-Shei id

free turopilo s ter the entire coui ty.
to en.
;6 it the purpose cif the
Goebel before the L uisville convention.
eagestioally end intelligently resume th•
Peales acy anced upou Willeuns ICI a
1; did all la its power te defeat his po work of furthering the best interest of
meuuer, cursiug him.
'Ireatetirg
litieel a-piretions flat there cannot be
the community, and hereafter regular
Williams teen drew his revolirer aud
in the tiles of this paper an ue
found
meetings will he held.
hot his assailant. Williams a
tcrance that belittled his genies or tend'
eft the man dying under .a tr
While
PINED IN MATRIMONY.
ed te detract from Lis ability.
ye, and walked screws the
we did not 'eve Lim, there was that in
cum 51011.1.6y 'w W.Ily •
sabot sie miles to Bell Staten,. where
which Exacted adruiratiou.
Mr Michael °Olin, a leading tobeecharacter
his
the telephone message was sell' to the
•osle had done b true screice for the couist of Peducah, formerly of this city,
ooroner.
State." That, we recegni;el, and C3111 - and Miss Kate Breathitt, daughter of
Wi limns aoceumenied Coronelr Allen,
mended. profouud and penetrating, Judge John W. Breathitt, were pined
worth to the city and was deli1ereti ill the gift to ale and the courage and in the bonds of wedlock et two o'olock
with
wait e ••
to the custody of the jitter to
to counteract the conspiracies of ibis afternoon at the home of the It ides
genius
autination by the approechinie grand
our common enemy, he hed demonstra- father on Serith Main street. The cere
J err.
ted his title to leadership through long reony was performed by R or. Father
TO THE PUBLIC;
Hill, of the Catholic. church. The guests
years of service in Je Senate.

MANAGEMENT.

NTW

Work of Furthering Inter
ests of Community Will
Be Resumed At
Once.

12

......._

•

Established 1780.

to the citiaeure committee, having the
matter in charge, the heavy 03-operation of the Heard in its effort to secure

Oaf

WilkLTER BAKER & CO.'S

DORCHESTER, MASS.

throne on (,)iyuipris
"High heaven with dread the fearf
summons takes,
Aud all laympus to its center obekes."
The Nsw lee t had no levee for Mr.

Clark
I have purchased from T,
his entire interest in the feed end •tie
STORE KLRNED.
stabs, on the corner of Virginia and
I will
sith streets, Hopktuiville, Kr
•‘dil 01.1tUitliy's dully.
keep on haul a large lot of goad males
Ale° melte
W R Hatuasono'i general tuervban• and saddle horse. for sale
if ths care of board:and feed
.1100 store al CA1,40'114 was burned lies a 'specialty
horses sad goatee*, satis'aption 1
night, I, gather with all Gammas. Ths
eap•ot to run this stable au a ibails of
lo a samauls to atrout 64,000
fair dealing, awl ask a ithersi tiatronege
-•
t(the public. My father, Ii H
LIMNS BIS POSIIKE.4.
or nte elf, will always be at tile stake
or the pr otiou of lad es aid children
Joel ph 0 It ickaer ham resigned his coming alone, and to shower Ilelephou•
Respectf ully 'mare,
position et air Ragsciale, Cooper & Co.. orders
ASA B. COFF.Y.
w8.2t
on account of continued ill healte. His
leetioa of friend, hope he will soon be
NEXT REUNION HE RI
well

BLOODHOUNDS

ESCAPED FR011 JAIL.

VACANCIES FILLED.

classic. than Mr. Csoebel's enemies have ner, E M. Flack, W. P. Wiufree, It. E.
put it. So depicting his powers for evil Cooper, Hunter Wood. Sr J H. Anthey must Mee.I him w ith III.. powers of derson, J T. Edmunds, T. W. Blakey.
Resolotione were se kited endorsing
a demi god He is lode leas in power
than Jove, according to thou-, with hi• the free r, ads movement, cud tendering

fleet aiteruative.

40 •Olies.••1:400041):0•4101b...••••••

Failed To Track Jim Hord,
Colored.

Very smooth he was and grim,
elevea boodhouuds followed him
Ail were fat aud well they might
Be in adute-able
lows:
Fur one by one and two by two
;ache*
Jobs A. Gunn, W. R. Howell, Bailey
newts
buumu
them
He 6.144i
Bentley,
Which brow his lung cloak he drew Waller, Geo. 0. Long, A.
This is not less hitter, if a trill-r more Net Gaither, E. B. B assett, S. G. Back-

work very lively to ja le from the re- where the dead body was fount,
The fellowiug citie Ms we 0 IOWports of planters.
for
labor.
demand
3
act.v
an
ruoned as jerors; J. H. Steven , J. W.
There is
arounit
crops
with
sad
havoc
Bohauan, J D. Batton., Juo. 'oraele
Hail played
Saw
the
of
tirst
the
county,
ott Garnett, 1•44. Jackson ;
Oadia. in Tregit
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A Perfect Food. Po, Nutrition, Deices:.

the temerity to cppost him. Cz ir, Emperer, Dotator have ben among the
mildest epithets applied to biro. Accord tug to some of our over zsaloter

BOPKIISVILLE, Ky.,.eug. lb, leue. 'ruin Monday's•lally
The dead body of Creed Perk‘ a., ool . poteries be is a sert of bachelor Blue'editor NEW ERA :
to
steady
opened
as found Sunday morning in a skirt bear('; a Tamerlane, with a pyramid of
The tobacco market
Hensdemand:1er
good
a
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Of woods leetvreeu Herndou au
firm this week,
skees of his crie-Illiels, living in barbati-•
an
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weak
lying
some
was
body
showed
Lae*
The
P7town.
all ff rings.
, ps lender and accessible to a few of -hie
rows from past fee weeks, w hie leaf oak tree,a toilet holt thrcuell tie head.'
;chosen chieftalus A reoent issue of a
The slayer of Perkins had telephoned!I valued exchange paints him in terms
was q dor tism to etrong at the close of
to'
Coroner Alleuswotth confess ng
the sales.
that might make the shale of Shedy
and
m
jusetiestir
any
than
pleaning
smaller
the deed,
/Tee off /hugs were
jsalou. for tho laurel, won in the defor armee The
Willi 'If
time in he past thre. months, showing Offering
uuuciatiou of Lord Cestlereigb :
week.
scene yesterday
eaoh
the
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lessening
eoroner wi
that stocks are
-I met murder on the wily,
He had a face like Oastlereigh ;
The horned worm is getting in his merning and the (coolest was held
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Of Board Of Trade I.as.t
Night.

days the Highland mothers hashed
their babes to sleep with a ruggee lulla
by, the burden of which was that "Ille
Black D iugliss shall not have my
heirn." The emmies (f Mr Goebel

lit:0:4444 0(.)

SESSION

drinks their blood and gloats over his
supernatural powers. In the feudal
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WHERE

yer

should now place a lass
IEW F R A'at Aguinaldo
the head of hie War Depadtment and

MILLERS

POLITICAL MATTERS.

i proceed with the fight.,

New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER W000, President.
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
litres* near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.

$1.00 A YEAR.
itecelirod at the postotEce Sn HopkIns•11l1!
as seoond-class malt unattel

Friday, August 125, 1

And

Now and then the death of free silver
Is announced, but no one ha yet produced proof of the corpus del cit.
-4
•
Was there ever a panic of Idard times
when the masses were employed at good
wages and an abundance of qurrency in

the pomesaion of the producing lasses

Christian County Teachers Are Assigned.

THE

REVISED

LIST

Bryan will appt an in the field to use
all his iufl lellee for the regular noun nee, aud ills prob Able that with this
pewerfal ally, Goebel will be able to
Ii MI the party together and seat himself
in the Gubernatomal chair. If he does.
the cause of National Deruocraco will
I lit visibly strengthened, and Bryan's
personal leadership almost

It was wrong to detuand a solute and
unconditional suireniler of !the Unita
gent Filipinos. What we should have

- ADVERTISING RATES:II
(Me Inch, first Insertion
One Inch, one mouth
I klu
Ono inch, throe months
v
One Inch, six months
iSo
One Inch, one year
by
had
appliesbe
Additional rates may
lion at the oMee.
Transient,advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
eolleeted quarterly.
Ail advertisements I nierted without epeetime will be ch..rged for until ordered
out.
and Death,.
A n nouncenionts of H•rt tag..
Dot o tcoodIng liv.. lin., cud nut Ice• of
gratis.
preaching
Obituary Notice., lie.olutIons of Itospoct.
Rad oiler similar nutters, rive COD le p4.r line.

done was to offer them indiespendence
outer our protection. War proulti have
thus been averted

- CLUBBING RATES:The WIIIIKLY New /6AA Lind the following
paper one year.
Si be
Cinaliacinnati Enquirer.
1 Tb
semi-wetly tit. Louis Republic
I 7i;
demi-Weekly tilotos-DssuvocraL.
V6
I
HOMO and !arm
Ott
1
Dispatch
Illy
Louis%
Weekly
IOU
Ladies' home Journal
'II m
a-W leek Lousier-Journal
I pis
eekly New York World
inagasiete
Special clubbing rates with any
Mates
limited
the
or newspaper published In

M

The ten sub-committees i charge of
the Dewey celebration are ompleting
rapidly the arrangements niarked out
The chairmen of the comeeittees are
now in session and it is safe to predict
that the Dewey celebration will prob
ably be the greatest popular demonstration ever accorded to an American
Navy nicer. A monster parade, in
which all the organized 'bodies and
societies of the District of Columbia,
military, civic, and fraterna are to participate, is cue of the restates. Dewey
one gigan•
elight will had the capital
fool of illuminatian and fireworks,

THOROUGHLY AROUSED.
Reports come that the te utral

Giving Their Names and
Addresses--The School
Work Will Soon Be
Begun.

mien ceil

fleet And Form Organization.

IT IS

NOT A

lire an froiu the leadership of the listtonal DemocrAtie patty.
Goebe.'a defeat cal have but one signifauce as to the governehip of Ken-

Prominent Flour Merchants Of West Kentucky In Session at
tlotel Latham.

Brown will never win it. It
means simply the election of a RepubBelow will be found a list of the
lican Governor, followed later on by the
Christian county teacher!, their post-ofelectiou of a Republican to the United
fice addresses and the schools to which States Senate. The utmost that the
they have been assigned for tho eneuing boltere can hope to win from their efterm oe live months.
forts to displace Goebel Is the satisfecAy the first of Septerubsr all of the
tion of the dog-in -the manger element,
ccunty schools will have began. Severwhich unhappily exists in every politic•1 are already under way, and a good
al party, and which results in ruin
many will resume .work this week.
where it Cit11120i rule -Clarksville Lsaf•
1, Leng, D. Y. Keith, Crofton.
Chronicle.
2, Kely, R. A. Cook, Kelly.
—3, Macedonia, Miss Minnie Brasher,
Crofton.
Democrats should not overlook the
4, Pleasant Grove, J. W. Morgan, fact that by the defeat of the State tick
Crofton
et the defeat of ex-Senator Blackburn
5, Numbsr Five, W. E. Gray, Crofton.
Selate is also likely to occur, as
6, Ooneolatiou, Mrs. Olive M. Rogers, for the
such a catastrophe would necessarily
Era.
Larkin.
Dukes,
e. East. A. L
whittle down the Democratic ntejority,
8, Cannon, Mrs. Mau le 0. Purcell, if indeed it should not result in wiping
Pon.
it out entirely, aud ag tin place the Re9, Pleasant Grove, Lewis Oittes, Hop.
pnblicaus in a position to 'send another
kinsville.
Deboe to the Senate. Rumor is already
10, Newetead.
Miss
and
Holland
T.
R.
11, Pembroke,
rife that John Vi nug Brown has his optucky

W bun the the. Bethel Baptist Ammo*
lion convened at Mt Olivet church, all
bet thirteen of she forty-nine chat:id:les

ete.
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4 days."
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Lau)er Rebt. Lacier, Col , Looses
[In Ming House.

It will pay you to call at my store and get
extremely -low pa ices on all Spring and Summer
goods in every line, such as :--

were rep7eseuted
A dwelling brior giros to Robt.
by delegatee. Ocher delegates are excol, on Heye • street, was
Lander,
pected Inlay. The Hark iii.eviIl chureli
partly
by tire last night The
destroyed
is represented by M j J o Ferrell, le
thou'
was
o'cloeloand
Sull'itle
I at II
0 Cottrell, John It. Kitchen and hi
tioe Item tirrirri ad the fire ii, tartII. Abernathy.
-lit and II:. ir fli lent work saved the
whica was ins
'The elecoese
tmilt.ing
firm total ..iestroCtion. No
the first bueir eos transacted, remelted as
oe.e ass in the house when the tire

Silks for Waists. Colored Piques,
Fancy Organdies, Colored Lawrs,
SWLSSCS, Dirnif VA,
Dress Covert Cloth, Linen for Skirts,
Ladies Furnishing Goods, Gents
Furnishing Goods, Parasols, etc.
Cut prices seem to be the order of the day,
stiG„
but Good Goods at Low Prices is my motto.

follows :

Bow, of Pe ubrole, broke our.
Meet of the furniture was removed
Moderator.
but nearly all of it was conoderably
Prof. James Fuqua, of Russelltille, damaged. The loss will between $600
Flour merchants from a score or more
Clerk.
and $7o0 '1 he house and contents were
of towns in this region and several from
The rest of the day was consumed In insured. The fire is believed to have
other tections of the State and Tennesleading reports from the various been of Incendiary Origin
see met at Hotel Latham this morning
Rev. Dr J. U

at ten o'clock.
They formed an organization which
will be known as the Western Kentucky
Association, and the following

T. M.JONES,

ell-m,
tiorkinsville, IS ser,
Ma n - Street.
ow,
kw
Just Received:--An elegant line of New

oftieers were elected to 34 'rye daring the
ensuing year.

"*..k
Ai
MIMItiMMIWAWMVP

Patsioxer, F. J. BROWNELL,
SECRETARY, 0. E. HARNESS.
A committee was appointed to draft
bylaws, and will report to the body this
afternoon. The morning session was
acljoarned at twelve o'clock and the

-

Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
The Mutual Life
Ins. Co. of. Ky. Equity.
Against
1
Frank R. Moore.
By virtue of a eulgment and order of
sale of the Christiau Circuit Court. rendered at the February term thereof,
1899, in the above cause I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the c urt house door,
in Hopkinsville, Ky , to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, the
4th day of September, 1899, at 11 o'clock
a m , or thereabout, (being County
Court day upon a credit of six, twelve
and eighteen months the following described property to-wit : A certain tract
or parcel of laud lying and being it.
Christian county, Ky., on the Hopkins
mile and Clarksville turnpike roan
about twelve miles from Hopkinsviii.
and et-ieg the same f Arm upon whirl,
Frank K 3duere now reside-se and coal
tains; eile acres, 2e7 a res cf which lieon the Wee side of said turnpike one
Motes the pert upon w hieh the dwello g
is situated, and the bi'ance of lei acre'lies on the East silt. of salute. (For a
more particular description of said Lied,
reference is here made to the ja !fernery
in this a-lion
Or snMcient therrof to produce the
eon's of noney ordered to be made,
For the par
amounting to te.740 00.
chase price. the purchaser aunt execute
bond with approved surety or securities., baring legal interest from the day
of sale until peid, and having the force
and 11T-et of a Replevin Bond. Biddi re
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms. FRANK RIVES,
Master Commissioner
FLEEINO FROM FLIES.

'NE BEST

ashing Powder

lo

In rder to wind up the estate of Dr. James Wheeler,
ilee'd., te offer for sale his home place, known es Rich!and, situated five miles South of Hopkinsville on the
Kentucicy and Tennessee turnpike. This trct of land
cotatainit 450 acres, is surrounded by a fine hedge fence
and is a ne of the most fertile and productive farms in the
State. There is on it a fine brick residence of nine or ten
4)11
waking
our
11TO
We
SUMMER CLEARANCE rooms, fwi!lt halls, bath room, pantry, cellar and kitchen,
prim*
SALE hal; caused at great des1 of wonder:and surprise, costing originally' $17,000 to build, and now in good reRCOmplrison of our prices and goods will convince
pair.
Igo five large tobacco barns, tee servants houses,
the most sceptical it Is to their advantage to do their
stud
all needful outhouses. It lass an abundant and unpurchasing with us. We mention but a 13w of our
failing supply of water. No more thsirable suburban
extra inducements :
home cii.n be found anywhere. Its soil is unexcelled in
. on
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u
for
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ec
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0
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Caliir
s
o
tt
c
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f
re
tro
,
Red
n for Hamilton
produc aveness, yielding in ordinary seasons 1,000 lbs.
U coes, worth 7c.
tobacccl, 25 bushels wheat and 8 or 10 bbls. corn per acre.
f
75
wa.,rtla
_
Cloths.
Outing
A for new
Terms made to suit purchaser. Apply to
and
50e.
worth 10c.
foormaen;:jof osuhri
W. G. WHEELER, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Checks, wth.
5c for.
.00 Shirts.
or C. K. WHEELER, Paducah, Ky.,
Oc for S
ruilenders :leap
31;
of
quality
1 n for good
or W. F. BRADSHAW.
21.• in. bleached and un,ouspenders cheap
fur S
bleached .1)omestics.
for
4;. 5;
r•znr war:
n for balance of our
nespenders cheap
S5
2
G.f
../ •
0atig•.
•
colored
fine
1.; beautiful
• '• .
.1• -1• .! 7. •
;"' a
forro
ORGANDIES, %void'
cheap
S(7.spenders
,
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•• 41.1
25 and 35c.
&to
for 50c.
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1
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Table Linens
eikViVikteiViN
„
At prices leas than can 1, n for plain or cord. Hand
Cr ma I. e mat.aa'aL.kerchiefs, worth 1Cc.
• •-•
The most choice line of Black Ore:
tUrer.
pons and Fancy Drf-ss Goods in the :',;;;
Hosiery.
•‘--.1.
city, Our Waist Silks arc as beautiful
goods worth 5c to
Corsets.
•- --• • a
as the manufacturer can wea:e or tint 1
f-oci:
for all 50-cent qualiour
speak.of
as
truthfailly
,
may
we
and
so
worth 1.5
ties.
_French Organdies and Piques.
for11 75-centqualin for goods Worth 2r,
Lovely Ginghams, Challies, Wash
c ties.
• •el
9U cents.
Goods, Etc.
for Beauty Pins,
for all $1 50
g.
The trade may feel assured that what• '111:g
e•wit
worth 3c
ities.
IC
ever they buy from us is
r:
ger-Don fail to see out beautiful new EMPIRE, l'OM
Correct in Style, QualPODOUR and SIDE COMBS. See our line oi
ity and Price.
TRUNKS before traveling.
-.

35
c,3on ice
75c
I
I 2c
I 8c
35c
3c
lu

4
lu
4

fore, and there is a strong probabilits
that he will be acquitted."

HERNDON HAPPENINGS.
, Aug. 21 -Editor!.
HERNDON,,Ky.
N'itve ERA: Herndon never witnessed
-mob a throng as gatherel Thursday tee to witness the famous cake walk ant
partake of fuzee] dainties. Warmest o'
praise should be giveu Mesdames klesoi
and Winfree for the artistic skill dis
played in the arrangement of the pro
gramme, and they also deems- e grea.
credit for the charming umener ii
which they enterta'ned their guests Tb.
evening was a prouourced social sue
;men. The cake walkers were well drill
eel and loud y apioaaded Master Food
Canuingh on and sister took the cake ii
Mr
• very close contest with oche. s.
Thereto!' Pace and Mills Howe I deem v
aspecial mention, as the ir walking
secouti to r.one other. Mrs Al are m
Mason'• mueie pupils acquitted then melees With inner, credit, each Lamb
being espetidilly interestie g and show.'
to a marked degree the work of ti,.
teacher in careful training. The We
string band was quite a good feature re
the conceit. !dr. Frank Books Songhai
has been with us drilling the elite in the
intricacies of the cake walk and maker',
the towu lively.
The public kehool opened Monday
with Mr. Walter Knight as teacher. Held a nice gentleman and an experienced
teacher.
-—
Miss Susan Sypert is spite sick.
-Miss Bee Dimon is ill.

bacco'worms.
COOst.

0

LOCAL BANK TAXES.
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$ 1. 3

ROYAL DRY GOODS CO.,

ANOTHER DIVORCE SUIT.

Wholesile & Retail
KENTUCKY.

North Main 5,treet,
HOPKINSVILLE. -
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Knowledge
Concentrated

11I/It 11,1*??Iltti!!Yrir tt)

boiled down, pressed together is what you ge
the New Werner óition
of the ENCYCL EDIA
e facts
BRITANNICA.
contained therei are reliable,the statem ts authoritative. The i dex which
accompanies ach set of
books enabled you to find
the information you want
quickly, and you can rely
upon it, for even the courts do not question its statements. You can secure the entire set, complete ir
thirty superb octavo volumes, of the

Encyclopedia Britannica
for One Dollar Cash
in small
FOR SALE BY

and the balance

monthly

mt. nts.
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County Clerk Prowse has received the
Maggie is seeking a divorce from
following coneninuication from State
Charles. Their j iiut name is Hampton.
Auditor Stone :
and they are colored. The current of
-The State Board of Valuation seed
I,,dre fen-,
connubial events was IPA smooth There
Assessment lute made the following axwere many riples on the eurfaee and
eel:MI
for franmany pe bbles an I boulders at the Lot sesement sesame% corporations
reper
as
tom of their doineetio life , See wants a chise tax in Chrietian county,
el,I,
YEARS. ,`,e1,:Iseelears
divorce ori the grounds that Charles wee• port of Dececuber 31st, 1598, for sax of GUARANTEED 25 Sayear ru•rotate, by the
re,. •eilitlIS binding which If any part gives ous
ma or
terni• and,
faithless. The petition was tiled at a 1899.
ddh and
••• repair It free ar•lhorffe• Try It one
aey If you are not pee:'er`tly
,o,r ni,
ref
we a
late hour yesterday.
olvan• Will be sold •t sam.is,
these
of
Hopkinsville,
500
SILII•fhlel
Bank of Hopkinsville.
IIIELAY.
Oititiftt AT •Nl'ff.
essee
It••
OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED It
$256 460.00 assessment.
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• -14::le ofsee:nee • o
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1110h.
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CooltheBlood
In all Cases of Itching
Burning Humors
with the

CUTICURA RESOLVENT
While Cleansing the Skin and
Scalp with hot baths of CUTICURA SOAP and healing the
Raw, Inflamed Surface with
CUTICURA OINTMENT.

Complete Treatment,$1.25
0r. Soar.Ss

i=1D".TM:7d LT,.p,....*`9....51"

Oily Bank, Hopkiusville, $121,799 00
aseessment

i00.00 asset orient.
Pembroke Depcsit Bank, Pembroke,
$33.096 00 assessment.
Farmers and Merchants :Bank, Pembroke, $15,547 43 assessment.
The tax rates on the foregoing as•
semuneute are as follows: County, 42i,
cents on $100; State, bel e cents; c ty,;
$1 25.
EarlDr. and Mrs le A. Onattin. of
Jas.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visiting
tegton, are
Atederams.
H

"
IIPb

11/0•...

And will continue until stock is reduced to a certain amount that is
necessary before this change can be
effected. In order to make this
change quickly we offer our entire
stock of Dry Goods, Notions and
Carpets at prices that will go down
in the annals of commercial history
as the greatest bargain-giving sat)
ever conducted in Hopkinsvilly.
While this firm changes let us say
now thot the new firm will be a
stronger one, and that the business
will be.conducted n a larger scale
than heretofore Everything in the
house is included in this sale. 'We
would have you particularly bear
in mind that our stock is new anal
tile best.
1
4
4)E€4
7. ,
3'4
'
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r natbridlvdr about os..rite
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Planters Batik, Hopkinsville, $51,• an I •341101•••
:v
4
A,1417.4.
/ Ihetrurneet st•106(
.
C.
WEARS 111011:11101(
790 00 aseesioneeit.
Bank of Lafayette, Lefeyetie, $7,

xso
-.ear

allew•-•

HOPPER MOS. Main Street.

.45,.'h.,.

.'ranchise Assessments Hate Been Reported.

ss
Our
See

4c
Oc fe°,1;itris
I
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The very best Clay Worsted., Tri
co a, Meltons, Casicuere and Cheviots
only $1 50 each at The Pawn Brokers'
A22 dltvolt
Agency,No. IS, 7th St.

Finest Farm in
Irhe County
I For Sale.

NOT 10011T I

Mrs. Toni Winfree and Mrs. Sarah
Vs' B II ilotte, of °risky, Ky., is In Breathitt "went up to town" to attend
the city to day. He is pa-sing through the Ceriffith-Breathitt nuptials.
Clerksville on his way to seek pasturage
Our town is quite • healthy locality,
for his cattle, in order that he may rebut
our good Dr Stone le kept busy in
move them freer the Christian county
surrounding neighborhoods.
pastures, where flies are worrying the
lives out of them -Leaf-Chronicle.
The farmers are kept busy with to

COATS! COATS! COATSI

isc

Carpets in Savonneria, Moquette, Velvet, Brussell and Ingrain. Call and see them.

4

-

To Buyers
f Dry Goods!

%ORK OF FIREBUGS

TRUST. included in the bo:ly

If

the ie sae turns. aer Oust him, it uterine
the hiitiiiLia,„ of disasters for the ',Arty
at large, and the probable deposing of

39, Parker, Mrs. Annie Wright, Man.
somewhere a bolting nomination for sells at $1.50.
nington.
of
staples
main
fcd
the
of
Meat, one
President and run against Bryan.
40, Oaetleberry, Mrs. Nannie P.
our labering population, .has in the
Empire
Keith,
The Democratic campaign handbook, American market been arbdtrarily forc41, Haddock, Miss Ida Brumfield,
which Las been carefully oompi led un- ed to an almost prohibitivel price by the Hopkinaville
der the supervision of Senator Black- ice trout and the beef coibbine; while
4e, Faller, Mrs. Ma-tic B. DOSS, Sinkball. is now in the hands of the priater in England, notwithstanding the cost ing Fork.
43, Poplar Grove, ;Henry J. Miller,
and will be completed sometime this of freight and refrigeratioa, it is selling
Mill.
Haley's
week. The book will contain valatble at from one and a half to two cents per
44, Dogwood Chapel, Miss Amanda
campaign matter and every Democrat pound less than is dema del in the
Taylor, Pou.
should own one.
45. Highway, J. U. Wright, JohnUnited States.
per cent higher than son's.
50
are
Carpets
Mr.(Mules E. Barker, of Pembroke,
46, Brick Church, Miss Edwin Elliott,
before the Ci.rptd Trust was
who keeps his eye@ wide open, writes to they were
Eiopkinsville.
47, Blue Ruin, Miss Ella Griffin,
the editor of the Owensboro Messenger: formed.
Practically all the mills In New Eng• Kirkmammille.
"Since writing you some time ago, I
4$, Lantrip, Paul Keith, Clardy.
rust. Print
Land are controlled by a
have looked areand a good deal, and I
49, Johnson, W. H :Cornelito, Sinkof every kind are selling for
cloths
aim now oonddent that Mr. Goebel will
ing Fork.
pek yard more
get more votes than Mr. Bryan got in three-quarzere of a cent
cee, Rose, Miss Mary McCulloch-, Hopa year ago
kinsville.
1E96, more than Cleveland ever got, and than they were
The average increase in the price of
51, Bald Knob. J. L. Manire, Haley's
mad more than any other man iu the
Ur Iron, steel Mill.
by
made
products
their
State could have gotten had be been
52, Adam., Frank Ashmore, Crofton.
and copper trusts is 43 per cent.
nominated. The 'Brownies' haveInno
53, Crofton, Muss Gertrude Keith,
The anthracite coal respou is under
following at all here, only some , en
and Mies Fairleigh Bowling. Crofton.
tree ordered an
Gracey, Miss Mary Penn, eteracey
who bolt annually-who ki .k simply be- trust control. This
25
cent
of
abut' a mouth
per
Advance
5e, Church Hill, Jawed M. Calm'',
e:mom they have the jaekamical inclinathen it has ut on an ad- Church Hill.
tion Mr. Goebel will meet a hearty ago, and since
G6, Patumn, Cecil W. Juhuson, White
5 cents per ton.
ditional
welcome here in Christian county."
Plains
About 300 trusts are no4 in an aciive
57, Mt. Carmel, R. 0. Hopson, HawPetitions requesting the county jaege state of extortion through at the coun, Howell, Miss Llettie Knight, How"
to order an election on the free roads try, compelling consumersiin every in- kii58
ell.
question are being prepared autl will stance to swell the dividebds of their
9, Iron Hill, Mies Berta Iliser, hop•
kinsville.
b• circulated for signatures at once. stockholders.
6.), Boyd, Mies Kate Clark, Pen.
We are glad to note that there seeme to
61, Sonny Side, Miss Lelia 0. Dilabe no opposition whatever to the movegold, HopkiuSville.
State of Ohio, Oily of Tol4do, ;
ment. The seven and a half cents tax
Lucas County.
62. MeKnight, Wal is D. Durham,
Frank J. Cheney makespath that he Crofton.
on the one hundred dollars tax is so
is the senior partner of tile firm of F.
6.3, Mourland, Geo P. Oranor, Maceinsignificant when comperel to the in- J. Cnerey & Co , doing buiriuees in the
estimable benefit that free roads and oily of Toledo, county and! State afore- donia.
said. and that said firm will pay the
61 Mt. 7.. .ir, Miss Buchanan, Kelly.
new pikes in Ohriatian county will at. sem of one hundred dol ars for each 65,
Gary.
cud
every
case
cannot
of
that
catarrh,
ford that the measure shoald and doubt66, Boa Spring, Mrs Hattie Robinbe cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
lesrwill, meet with general appreval Cure.
son, lieley'e
FRANK J OHENEY.
Sworn to before me andIsuleicrined in
67, Hardy.
and enthueiastic support. The tax *7. my
presence, this tith day dif December,
6.4, Atkins( ii, L E Price, Red Hill.
sr, for instance, who pays on an a. see- A D., 1aeti.
69, Robert's, J E Brown, Crofton.
W Gj.,EASON,
A
meat of $10,000 will only pay $7 30 ad
714, Oasky, 3liss Ella Shadoiu, Hop•
Nodary
ssAL
Gitional for free turnpikes, and they
Hall's Catarrh Cure is t•ken internal71, Herndon, J. W. Knight, Church
will be worth twenty times that mach ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the s mem. Send Hill.
to him.
for testimonials free.
72, Laytonsville, Miss Georgia Fruit,
F. J. 0HENY & CO.,
Hopkinsville
Toledo, O.
73, Concord, Miss Ermine Octirtney,
Sold by druggist., 75c.
Elopkineville.
Hull s Family Pols are the best.
74, Black Jack.
75, Garrettsburg, Miss Mania King
BETHEL BAPTIST AS OCIATION. Garrettsburg.
76, Bell, Miss Sallie Bailey, Bell.
Front Tu.-.day'A
77, Coercion Field, Miss Laura Ligon,
The Bethel Baptist Aseociation met Kenredy.
75, Beverly, J W. Itascoe, Be verly.
today at Olivet churce, in the GarrotteLongview, Miss Doyle Andersor,
79,
burg vicinity. It is the largest associaLongview.
tion of the kind in Westetu Kentucky,
SO, Elmo, Erneet Murphey, Elmo.
and iuclades churches in Todd and LoSI, Belcher' I. Miss
arrie A Wood,
gan as well as in Chridtiau county. Pembroke.
82. Oak Grove, Miss Mary Stoner,
Several Hopkinevide Rai:ands are in
Oek Grove.
attendance
Si, Park Spring, Mies Pearl Jenkins,
Kiremanse.lie
The girl Is the /antler set woman jiot
Earle, Mace434, Macescionia, E
A
IV)
as "the boy is the father Of the man."
donia.
The period when wornaoly tu Alton'
ACTS GENTLY ON THE
55, Lenderman, J M Barnett, Penibegiu is one to be careful!, watched and
Irregueerity! or de-range
1017Eci
. we'd.' Mill, Miss Nora Greer
,LIVER -"4"."4/'
br°4
!Dent at the+ time may be itowptly wet
flop-insville.
and cured by Dr. 1.1.-ree's Favorite Pre437. V.111Clere, MIAs Addle BrUnitiold,
scription. But neglected at oda critical
Llopktueville
cLEAN5ES THE 5YSTES.1 period may entail 3 Isere of future suffer- S. West Seminary, 3lies Eileu Withing. "Favorite Prescreieson" acts di
er., Kirknaensville.
.
cprectly upon the womanly Organs giving
Me Pale Mine, Miss M tilde Blaine,
them perfect vigor and abiindant vitaliSinking Perk.
COLV
Oa"' Ep5 ty. It removes the obetructione to
PO, Raskin, Miss Katie Townes, HopreV
health and happiness, and celivers wokIns-v ills.
\
OVERCOMES / 4
manhood from the cruel bdiecisge of -fe91. listeker'e Mill, Miss Georgia Mex"male weakness "
ley West Fork.
You pay the poetagn. Dr Pierc
ABIT
L C°85
PERMANENTLY gives you the book. The People's Com10 GE,'
ge
pages,
mon Sease Medical Adviser,
PRINCETON. FAIR DATFS.
700 illustration be Kent free on reeetpt of
stamps to defray cost of Mailing only
/Ivy nog GelePIVIP4( MAW/0 ey
Editor New Era:
Send 21 one cent stamps for the paper
Please add to the list of Kentucky
bound book.' or 31 standee for cloth

misted at the meeting, whieh will eonOther Business Transacted By the chide its atiiii0fis this evening.

Bethel Associatiog.

ani
members partook of an *xcellent dinner
parts of the State . re aroused
as
Etern
by Landlord Wbitlow. H12.intia
served
little
is
year. Tdeisre
Outotere Cocirr-Fizst Monday in June ai In a presidential
Seto
and
at two o'clock and the exand
resumed
February
was
in
pblitice,
Monday
and fourth
else talked about than
sember.
was still in progress at
session
ecutive
pat
bsing
work id
ItiARTIVILY COUNT-Second Mondays good, solid, earnest
Era's local forms
October.
the
New
time
and
July
the
that
'crowd
in anuary, April.
in for the ticket. The vast
Fusceo,Count-First Tuesday in April
locked.
were
Senaand
Goetedl
thronged to hear Mr.
and October.
Among the prominent millers present
OONTY Couirr-First Monday in emery tor Blackburn at Mt Sterlidg on Mot • Louise McClanahan.
tics on Lindsay's seat, hoping to carry
month.
F. E. Hayes', Lentsv.11e; F. J.
the
are:
how
if
12, Dade.
day is but an indication
districts, which, added
Prioe, a few legislative
Leigh
Emma
Miss
Pisgah,
13,
Crescent Mills; R. H. DeTreBrownell,
the
and
'titled,
mountain Democracy is
to the Republican votes, would elect
DEMOCRATIC:TICKET:1. magnificent reception to ongreastuan Sinking Fork.
Mlle, Acme Mills; J. H. Cate, Custom
him --The Pend etcmian.
14, Weed, Miss Line Owen, Kelly.
Mills; Itufflau, Guthrie; 0. A. McGowClayton of Alabama, and , oogreesman
IS, Wood's Chapel.
--7011 00VIRNint,
an,
Uuloutown ; Robert Wickliffe,Wick•
Wilmot',
WILLIAM GOEBEL,
Evan Settle at Georgetowel shows the
16, Forked, Mies Margaret
A call has beam molt, for a meeting of
of Kenton.
Lift.;
W,T. Boughton, Malawi; Win.
Hill.
re.
Church
feeling that exists in the lillucgrase
the Bolters' State Central and Executive
Benoit,
Ora
Miss
Slope,
Sunny
17,
Tutt,
Madisonville; W. F. Cromwell,
soon.
Coma:Mee, Thursday for a discussion
FOR LIETTIN it t dovsneoa,
Dee
Pee
J. E. Staff, Corydon; James
Mayfield;
the
into
golbg
The Democrats are
J. U. W. BECKHAM.
Is, Pee Lee,!dim Witte L. Szithsott, of plans for the campaign in all of the Schoonover, Madisonville; John Legit,
Of Nelson.
aggressive
and
campaign vigorous e
Pee Dee.
Republican ticket. The meeting Is to
Hancock,Uulentown
They have nothing to dodge and noth
19, Bennettetown, U L. Clardy, Ben. be held at the Galt House instead of at Uniontown ; J T.
701 ATToirmisT CIENERAL,
W. M. Far
Pembroke;
13ampas,
S
W.
positive
nettatow
a
hay,
ing to explain. They
headquarters, jilt a square below, at
M. J. BRECKINRIDGE,
Jennie West, HopMiss
Morris,
20,
T.
liobbeth,
John
Low,
Providence;
to
interest
a
vital
of
°Meas.-Timeof Boyle.
platform on matters
the L & N.
kinsville.
Dee.
Binn,Pee
0.
Tenn;
W.
Clarksville,
with
"leader
have
they
the people, and
21, MeKinney, Min Lillie B. Ray,
TOR •C'firrOlt.
from
morning
this
read
were
Letters
He
convietions.
HAS
his
of
REED
the courage
Johnson's.
GU 0. 0OULTER,
asof Grave/.
neither dodges nor evaded( isauss, but
22, Cone, John Keith, Empire.
RESIGNED. many other millers endorsing the
as
enrolled
be
to
•
askiug
Ho;
and
Lander,
E
scciation,
Ale
Miss
agMajor.
23,
bold,
4u
campaign
his
has pitched
(Specie] to New Eat )
roe TREASURER.
kinsville.
member's.
opposition
tb
pats
that
lines
gressive
JUDGE S. P. HICAUER,
24, Empire, Miss Emma Stephenson,
AUGUSTA, MAINE, AUG. 22 The members of the eseoziation state
of Boyd.
on the defensive. GoebdI is a vote
Empire.
B REED TO- that its purpose is to advance the interTHOMAS
SPEAKER.
conhinspired
who
winner-a leader
25, Mitchell, T. B Walker, Az
IrOlt SECRETARY or STATE,
ests of the busiuesa by holding regular
his followers and puts the 0th
in
dence
26, Oak Ridge, Orville Goode, HopHILL,
BlitECK
s
for the exehaege of opinions.
met
kineville.
bench.
explanatien
the
of Olark:
en fellows on
Hill, Miss Carrie Brasher,
Fruit
27.
is in no sense a trust or cow
it
that
and
wherState,
the
of
part
Western
The
Fruit Hill.
blue.
7011:0011iNISMONLIt OF AGRICULTURE,
Blackburn
Senate:1r
and
Goebel
ever Mr.
28, Davis, Miss Myrtle West, Crofton.
10Le B NALL,
have spoken, shoo no less enthusiasm
of Jefferson.
29, Lafayette, E M. Murphey and
A BAD MAN.
than that remarked in other sections. Miss Nettie Hord, Lafayette.
30, Perry, H. H. West, Llytonsville
nun ing is lastThe effect of their campaigt
70R MTPERINTINDENT OF
la 3's
Front
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
31, Walker, Miss Elizabeth N. Ed
able
of
ber
large
ing, and with the
HARRY B. It'OlIESNEY,
moods, Pon.
lu comrneetiog on the killing of Creed
of Livingston.
speakers now aiding and t aid them'
32, Cox, L. W. Guthrie, Beinbridge.
John Williams near
Perkins by
the Democrats of the State ill be got33, F'ears, Miss Margery Berry, Carl.
the Clarksville Leaf
Sunday,
Kennedy
FOR Radii-ROAD COMMISSIONER.
ten into shape for an old-tidae land-slide
34, Shiloh.
First District,
says:
Chronicle
33, Flat Rock, Miss Belle Parker,
v ictory.-0wensboro Ilea ger.
J. FLE l'OHER, DEMPSEY,
"Perkius had just finished a term in
Mannington.
of Hopkins County.
the penitentiary for killing • man. anr
3.3, Carroll.
A QUESTION.
37, Hopkinsville, L. McCartney,
had shot another man while in the'
Free turnpikes would make old
Mesdames E. W. McKenzie, R
Supt.;
Let
chuntry?
the
for
good
trusts
Are
He sill a bard cafe
institution.
in
Ohristian the moat prosperous county
M. Brarnhain, Mary P. Ware, Berta I,
IlloisAS a REI.D.
answer the glestion after
censumers
there sre few In that sec
and
generally,
the State.
Gant; Misses Lelia Mills Julia Arnold,
reading a few facts gathered by the Si. Harriet Dietrich, Susie Rutherford, Lobreathe more easily be
not
do
who
tion
DAY OFFERED HIS RESIGNATION
It looks ais if me hope that is rattling Louis Republic.
la Graves, Ruth Penn, Mary Walker,
cause he is forever out of the way. The
CONGRESS, Ti)
the neces- Martha Walker, Daisy Rice, Mabel Dry- AS A MEMBER OF
Today the average cost
around in Mr Brown's head is first to
sentiment of the community is veers
Susie Cox, Edna Smythe, Dora TAKE EFFECT A F out SEPT. 4.
defeat Goebel and then turn hie patri- saries of life is 15 per cent higher than er,
favorable to Williams, whose life hat;
L reheardo Lottie McDaniel, Acielia
otic attention to running against Black- it was twelve mouths ago.
been threatened by a deem rate charac
t
sty
0th
the
Ducker,
Armstreug &
Clifton. ilei kineville.
Slit, which before the S t Trait was
baru foe Senator. Maybe if he could
3i, Mt. Era, Mrs. Nora Williamson, undertakers can embalm a corpse and ter who had been iu a number of shoot
emd,viom Mg scrapes and had killed his man beget•little more time he would secure formed, soli for 83 cents aI barrel, now Cerulean.
iteep it as long as desired

C;OURT DIRECTORY.

chuirbee. Chureto s itt three onneties,
Ohrietian, LisrAti and Todd, arere-Ire•

CI FICERS ELECTED

L • -"4
NO GOODS CHARGED.
1

boom Ileebeel,•Co. ar• theereghly ronalsk.—Sater.)

Fulton. D•splaines•nd stayman tis.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Why Not Buy Monuments
And Tombstones at Home,
Saving extra freight, agents' commission
and have the best of work

tar AT THE, LOWEST POSSIBLE. MEE—
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You will find yourself well paid by dealing
Yours truly,
with the home shop.
ROST. H. BROWN.

*
se•zoSee-e-oemein7r

••-.1

„tee

funnier Olth the reforms in this direction adeocated in the Democratic
platform.
In the first place the Chinn bill provides that, within
cli•s after the
bill tee-cmee a law, the gotornor shall
appeint a commise:00 of see en citizens of Kentucky who shall be chosen
with special reference to their scholarly ard burettes:: qualifteations. one
member to he (thriven frown each apronlate district and net mnre then three
of Omni belonging to the eame political patty. This commission '
,hall be
known as the "Kentucky School Commission." Their term of office shall be
for four years. and their compensation
shall be fe per day and traveling expenses while in the actual discharge
of their duties. No session of the COMgAssion shall exceed 20 days at one
nme. As soon as the commission
shall have been selected the superintendent of 'stabile instruction shall advertise for bids from all reliable publishing houses in the United States
for furnishing books for the schools
of the state for a term of five years,
each bid to be accompanied with a
sample of the book or books proposed
to be furnished and a deposit of $600
with the auditor for damages for failure to enter into a contract with the
state of their bid is accepted. The bids
shall state the kind and price of books
to be furnished; the price at which
they are supplied to dealers and the
price at which the dealer is to sell
them to the citizen; the price at which
all books now in use in the public
schools of the state are to be taken in
exchange for new books, and the price
at which books will be mailed to purchasers. Before this contract is entered into the publishing house shall
file with the secretary of state a bond
for $10.000 for the faithful performance of the contract.
The bill then fixes the highest price
which the commission shall pay for
books to be sold at retail. ,These
prices, as compared with the prices
now being pad for books of the same
class are as fellows:
PrIee Frlee
Paid Now. Chinn 11111
Speihsr
1.10
$ IT
First Reader
.10
.17
eel
Second Reader
.....
.20
Third Healer
.710
.42
Fourth Header .....
.50
Fifth Render
.50
.72
Mental Arithmetic
.50
Pritetiesi Art? ii
.40
.40
F.lementrry 1;cography
.55
Geography i'oniplete .... 1.20
• .S.1
Elementary Grammar ... .42
.25
English Grammar comp .
.45
Physiology anJ Hygiene.. 1.00
.45
Primary History I'. S... .50
.4o
History United States... 1,00
Composition
NT2
.....
Laurrszoge Lessons. I
.15
Language Lesson., II
:21)
Goverument
.15)

Wend and has his cordial support.
This crusade of slander and rmsrepre•
sentation is not the result of the pallpions arntierd by ordinary or even retraordinai y political agitation. It Mei
a deeper significance than that: It has
more leferral and malicious origin
than that. To theme not blindel
the dust raised r"1 ret erafened by
nte elatnor made by special interests,
,rtil appear that all the infamies of
*he: campaign nf lire are but the cloak
:•nrl magi, behind whit h greed ii mate
eurrading to save itself from deetrum
lion. It is nearly always a safe rule
to judge of a man by the character of
his enemies and opponents. Let the
'temple inquire who are the real enemies of thebel in this fight, the enemies, not who rnalie the noise, but who
furnish the money and brains to compass his detest and they will not hesitate a mcuaent to rally to his standard.
--Baidstewn Record. Aug. 11th.

la November They know he stand% party. I should seer have voted for
Tor public. ittaereet against private Urtiwn In the convention under any
A BRIGHT IDEA.-tgreed. and toinde too boldly fee the cirremetateces. Ile helped 10 throw
rates rf petite al perditii n tn piecall Wat Hardin down in 1595. lie was SW Weary'. lard Vona& a Fats,
Beatrice hie'.
teroseng etinkpme At Hardin all One
Flaw In be Selects,.
In ail Ineetioky there ei no man so time, and much of the ammunition of
"Pete."
exelainied Ileanderin Mike,
as
Chief
venerated
vceciable.
Pn
none
the Republicans is said to have been
Effor to Lead Kentucky DemJustice William Pryor. For inure than furnished from his office.. He is in "I'm gittin rereless:"
a quarter of a century his name has no shape to call for Demoeratic sup"Don't do it. Take CIngs eas while
ocrats Into a Bolt.
stem] a I yronym for nil that is wire. port. especially from Hardin men.- ye kin."
'
incorruptible. enimpeerealste.
When Clasgee Timer. Aac.e7th.
"Ever since I dropped into chat lecthe demiloek in the imuieville enneeinture hall last wine,
Goebel Refutes a Charge.
'to git wenn' I've
lion scorned to threaten disro•ter to the
LOVA MEN FULD' AROUSED.
The tiaducere of Mr. Goebel have had moments on me mind, smut can't
party the eyes of many turned to the
honored chief justice as one on whom their last prop knoi ked from under git it loose. It raukies In
e conall (meld unite, add he was asked to them. It has been published broad- 'science an uverheites we wit'
a-MIMcast
over the land by his enemies feat I:a
allow the use of his name for that pursense of de resistiessumes el fate.
pose. His declination was as prompt "Goebel is an agnotatic." The Leader
&mister' Motives of Dissenters Dragged
lock
as it was emphatic. "I ani for Senator editor has always believed the state- les life ain't uuttin but oue ha
lo4o the Glare of Public Print.
Goebel." he said. "I know him, and ment a base fabrication, but in order story any way you take it. But a man
therefore I am for him. I would rather to be certain, sent a query in regard of bralpit kin scenetimes git de twin of
see him governor than be governor to the matter to Mr. Goebel. His reply de situation."
myself. Such a man Is needed in Ken- is typical of the man--frank and out'lest lecture mus' of sunk Igto yer
spoken:
tucky today."
NEDITO
REVIF.W THE SITEATION.
"My Dear Mr. Ayres: Is response system deep."
discerning
words
judge
of
this
IIIIVAN AND BLACKBURN.
"It did. But I've gut a scheme distil
A'otted tho sentiment of all teat is best to vonr inquiry I have this to say:
Bolters W ILL lindeavor to A(.1.0111p1141 among the people of our sister state. am. and from my childhood have been help out, lie nex' tnue we thkee a
There are enough men who think as he a member of the congregation of St. freight traiu we'll take one guin
'their Defea t.
does to make William Goebel Ken- Paul's Lutheran church of this cityNever ilefore in the History of the
It is clearly the intention of the ag- tucky's next governor. Keep your eye the church to which my parents be- east."
State iDid the Party Have a Candigregation of bolters calling themselves on the November election returns if longed in their lifellme. I am a be"What fur?"
Democrats to defeat both Bryan and you doubt it.-Chattanooga News.
"Did you ever hear of vekmiti?"
liever in the Christian religion and
date iina Thoroughly In Sympathy
Blackburn. At the outset, none were
the divinity of Jesus Christ. • • •
"Sure. Dey's got t'ree wheelat an de
STONE'S APPEAL.
With the Masees as Is the Hon.
louder in their protestations of loyalty
"Very truly.
kinchens tries to run over yclu wit'
to both these gentlemen than 'the Kentucky Democrats Should Put All
WILLIAM GOEBEL."
Wilibim Goebel-Press a Unit For
handful of soreheads and kickers now
-Fulton
Leader.
Personal Differences Aside.
_
the (*leant Leader.
attempting to turn the state over to
"Date close to, but net next. go
Vela.Brown an Old Offender.
As the conspiracy Henderson Gleaner.
the Republicans.
ity is what de world moves wig'. It's
The fdliowing letter from ex-GoverThe gfforts being made to lead the
This is not the first time Governor so many miles
has progressed. however, they have
a second. We're
in it
thrown off their disguise and are now nor William J. Stone of Missouri on Brown has been an obstacle in the way
loyal Elemocrate of Kentucky into a
showing themselves as they are- the situation in Kentucky is second in of party suceess. In 1896 he opposed all de Bane, shovio from west tre east.
bolt a east their splendid state ticket
bolters, disorganizers and the allies of interest only to the recent letter of Mr. fusion and advised Major Johnston not an when you Clarke yore restin l's onRepublicanism. The proof of the pud- Bryan, who not only indorsed the plat- to deal with the Populists.
fiat. Loyal party men are
will
Bryan ly another delusion an a snare. Ye
ding is the chewing of the bag. and form and action of the Kentucky Dem- wanted fusion in Kentucky. and after can't stop moviu."
thorou ly aroused all over the &LOCO,
the following telegram, published im- ocratic convention, but gave a strong /Ardor Johnston had refused other
"Well." asked Plodding Pete. ilisconand wit see to it that the sinister momediately after the adjournment of the personal indorsement to Mr. Goebel members of the committee opened
Lexington conference last week, un- from his knowledge of the party and negotiations with Parken, and soon tentediy. "what're you going to do
Oyes of he dissenters are made known
covers the designs of the crowd that, public record of the man. Governor came to terms on a district basis. Ma- abont it?"
ever in the history of the state
to all.
masquerading as Democrats, is in real- Stone is the vice chairman and acting jor Jchnston and Governor Brown, his
"J's' what I told ye. De Morld's
did•the party nominate a candidate so
ity knifing Democracy at every turn: chairman of the Demuciatic national adviser, were given to understand that movin from west to east. De only
"Lexington. Ky . Aug. 3.-Ex-Gov- committee, and is one of the best the Second and Third districts wotild clianto to neutralize de
thoroughly in sympathy with the massswiftnegs is to
croon John Young Brcwn of Louisville. known men In the country. His letter make their own fusions on the eleces or
explicitly committed to measwho will be nominated for governor at possesses peculiar interest at this tors and they reluctantly yielded MM. a train goin from east to *eet. I
ures wr eh promise relief to the overMajor Johrston insisting that he (-Nano as we kin hope fur any actual
the anti-Goebel Democratic conven- time:
burde"h41 taxpayer. as Hon. William
"washed his hand, of the whole repose, lout it's de only chancre I see
St. Louis, Aug. 2. 1899.
tion, which is to be held in Lexington
Subsequently. he officially fur comln auywheres near It."
Aug. 16. now is regioded by anti-Goe- Hon. l'rey Woodson. Owensboro. Ky.: affair."
Goetmetind the attacks made upon him
Dear !Gr. Woodson-4 have your fa- indorsed what had been done.- Hopbelttes as a presidential possibility.
at presentearaesure to recoil upon the
"It's a bright idea. but It won't do."
"It all depends on whether W. J. vor of the 27th ult. It is entirely clear kinsvIlle Kentuckian, July 28th,
beads oie
"WM- not?"
l his defers.
Bryan comes into Kentucky to make to me that Kentucky Democrats should
A Trust Fighter.
"It only works one way. Wt can't
The
mocratic newspaper press of
rpeeches for William Goebel. If Bryan lay aside mere personal conaLderatiere
Gcebel's record as a fifghter of trusts. k
keep on ridin west forever. A t'ink
keeps out of the bluegrass quarrel, ex- and strive to elect the ticket nomithe stet is almost *unit for the Loucorporate of de double
Governor Brown will continue to be nated at Louisville. I have no doubt railroad extortions and
exertion when wil have
ieville ticket. Past records of the boltex-Governor Brown, for even his most that many good Democrats were disap- greed stands unchallenged by his most to turn aroun an come de other way!"
devoted
ers are daily being dragged into the
enemies.
The fight the Louisardent admirers do not believe he can pointed at the result of that convenglare ofi print, and no one need be in
be elected. But if Mr. Bryan ignores tion, and I have no doubt many feel ville and Nashville railroad is making -Ne aehington Star.
the score of letters which have gone that the convention was not conducted on him is making friends for him
the dart as to the designs of the men
out of this town today advising him with that degree of order and decorum among the farmers. the merchants, the
OLD SOL'S RIDE IN 1849.
who woind destroy the party organizanot to come into Kentueky during the which should characterize the pro- laboring men and all that large body
tion of the state and cause the Chicago
present campaign the
anti-Goebel ceedings of such a body. But it must of voters who refuse to truckle to the Flower, Weather Predictions if tk•
Democrats would repudiate him and be remembered that it often happens rallread political machine. Every railplatforre principles and Bryan to go
JuernaMsts of Long Ago
go
to the national Democratic conven- that the proceedings of large bodies, road attorney in the state is fighting
down in, defeat.
In these days of practical uewspation with a delegation bearing a ban- like the convention at Louisville, are Goebel, newspapers have been bought
From the newspapers over the state
characterized more or less by disorder by the railroads to fight him, and per writing. in which bald as are
ner'
the following extracts on the situation
"'John Young Brown. Kentucky's and seeming% unfairness, especially money is being lavishly spent by all expressed iu the plainest and tersest
when a personal rivalry becomes in- the railroads to bring about his defeat. form. the flowery language indulged
Choice for President.'
have been gleaned:
"The conference of the anti-Goebel- tense. But after all it rarely happens for well they know that with such a In by some of the ejouruallets"
half a
$14.72
Totals
BIROWN'S CANDIDACY.
. $1;•110 ices which was held in the auditorium that it becomes a matter of supreme man as chief executive cf the common6.80
yesterday afternoon adopted resolu- importance whether one candidate or wealth the rights of the people will be century ago sounds peculiar. The
Ills Chief Alm Is to Weaken the
tions, the first paragraph of which in- another for party honors is successful. protected at all hazards.-Clinton following poetic convulsion was nopled
Amt ativod by Chinn bill.F2.92
1 Dernorratic Ticket.
dorsed tfie Chicago platform, and de- I believe the state of Kentucky would Democrat. Aug. 10.
by one of the local papers Croke the
This saving of $2.92 applies to every clared that W. J. Bryan was the true be safe in the hands of either of the
The eifort that is being made to lead
Tribute to Goebel,
New York Tribune in 1S49 as Worthy
Bemocrtts into a bolt against their child in the state of Kentucky, and exponent of every principle enunciated distinguished gentlemen who sought
In n private letter
Mr. W. R. of a higle place in the newspatier litstate tieket is an attempt to disrupt amounts to hundreds of thousands of by that platform, and, further, that the nomination of the party. While Howell, Hon. Robert L.toTaylor
makes
the Deneocratic party, and if successful doliors. Take Barren county alone. those principles should be affirmed, the party friends of the different can- this refertnee to Senator Goebel, the erature of the day:
"On Saturday evening at 17 milnutes
could bilve no other effect then to de- There are in the public schools of this and he nominated and elected in 1900. didates naturally would feel a deep Democratic leader in Kentucky:
"This opening paragraph was the interest In the success of their favorite,
past 11 o'clock the sun rode ealinly
feat Brian in Kentucky next year. county. in round numbers. 8.400 chil"I
em glad to see such a man beThat is what the Louisville and Nash- dren. A saving of $2.92 on each child mark of Democracy as recognized by the candidate after all is a matter of trothed to curb a state. He is a rising and mildly over tne autumnal eguinox
ville waints. Never before in the his- means a saving of $23,360 to the pat- the Democrats of Kentucky upon the secondary importance. What the De- star, as brieht as shines In our constel- and cast his golden anchor on tbt wintory of the state did the party have a rons of the common schools of Barren conference. But two of the men whose mocracy of Kentucky and of the na- lation. I hcipe he will redeem the oldtry ',oast of autumn. But as yet the
names, as members of the committee. tion is most interested in is success at time majority for Democracy,
candidate so thoroughly in sympathy county alone.
and then vast ocean of air through whieth he
This one plank in the Democratic were written under the reeolutIon, the polls. The loss of Kentucky at he will unlimber that big brain
with the masses of the people, or so
which
this time would be a serious blow to
explkitIn committed to the measures platform ought to be enough to insure said:
be carries around in that big head of sails is glowing and transparent with
-"That declaration has this much of the party in the nation. It requires his, and give to Kentucky the best ad- the memory of the long summer days
which ptomise relief. Parents, do you the election of the state ticket by an
want cheaper books for your children! overwhelming majority, and we be- a string tied to it. It stands if Bryan no argument to prove that statement ministration she has had for years. that have ;mimed over IL darting their
Shipper* are you in favor of enlarging lieve, when the people have been made has sense enough to keep out of this true. The truth and the importance of
"ROBERT L TAYLOR.
rich beams to its very depths. !Even
the powers of the railroad commission thoroughly familiar with the ques- fight. If he has not, the name of John the statement are alike self-evident.
"LlopkInsville, Ky.. Aug. 11."
as we write, however, the remeue
so as to:enable it to prevent extortion tions at issue between the parties they Young Brown will be inserted to fill Therefore. I say that the Democrats of
and discrimination, or do you want the will give the ticket headed by Goebel the vacant space left where Bryan's Kentucky should put aside all personal
brews fades, like the sky's blatchlug
lett Explosions la Siberia.
railroad* to enjoy such immunity as the biggest majority received by a name is scratehed out. for Governor differences for the time being end rally
souvenirs of sunset, and in thr disA
recent
Siberian
traveler
relates
will exeilapt them from all liability for candidate since the war.-Glasgow Brown was a silver man before Bryan as one man to redeem the state and
put it again safely in the Democratic "At Sadoliak in the intensely cold tance. the cold glnesth of welter; glare
was ever heard of."'
the impOsition of rates that will rob News. Aug. S.
nights the sileuce was sometimes broken and wave their frozen wings. terbice
you, and ehbject you to the payment
Not content with this treachery to column.
ATT et K ON GOEBEL.
So far as I can be of service to you by a loud report as of a cannon. This creak on icy hinges, while lit the alMr. Bryan. the leaders of the bolters
of the iligliest freight rates that the
traffic will bear, these eormorantz get- Greed Masquerading Behind a Cloak and buck-jumpers are now urging that I will be. Proud of my old native state. was the bursting of one of the ice bob- lento of midnight a prophetic vdiee of
candidates for the leislature be put on and loving her people as I do, I can
ting exclrbitant prices for shipping
wailing and desolation moans titftilly
to Fecape Destruction.
the Brown ticket, or that combinations not contemplate with any degree of bles in the river, a phenomenon I had at the casement."
your prdducts and all the profits that
neither
helot]
nor
read
The
of
misunderstanding
before.
The
of
the
charbe made with the Republicans in legis- patience the possibility of defeat at the
are justly yours besides?
Few people can contemplate this
streams couaiug dowp from the hills
Williatn Goebel stands for the enact- acter, both public and private, of Wil- lative races. The intent orthis move ensuing election. Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. STONE.
mere and enforcement of statutes in- liam Goebel that exists in the state to- is plain. Blackburn is to be sacrificed
were frozen on the surface some six to specimen of literary archltecture!with
tended go provide cheaper books for day as deliberately and cruelly planned for Brown, who proposes to win by a
nine inches thick The water beneath out f.xperiencing a feeling of aMe and
Soul of Honor.
your children. the book trust having months ago, and has been executed combination of a few Democratic legisflowed
faster than it coold escape, and sachems, with a few cold shivcars ors
When
the
late
Governor
John
W
robbed the parents out of $300.000 last without regard to decency, justice or lators with the solid, straight Repubthe side. It is proof positive t t the,
Stevenson
the
property
placed
of
his
pressure,
the
on the principal of a by
few
powerful
truth.
A
and
special In- lican legislative vote. Or. failing in
year. and the limitation of the powers
profession has in some things 4ained
of the eommon carriers of the state eteresta in the state long ago recognized this. a Republican United States sena- wife and, daughter in the hands of Wil- draulic prem, became irresistible
to rob vsou. He Is the author of the his intellectual force and his indomit- tor is to be elected by the same delect- liam Goebel as trustee, without bond, First, the elasticity of the ice was seen by what it has lost-Albany Argus.
was
one
of
the very strongest proofs
law making gambling a felony, and of able purpose; they were perfectly able combinstion.
by the rising of circular monocle from
the etatete which crushed the life of familiar with his public record as a
Bryan and Bjackburn are marked of the latter's worth as a man that six
A Chair at racleisss
to eight feet in diameter and from
Govman
could
one
give another.
fearless champion of the interests of for slaughter by the bolters; but the
the lottery octopus.
Unelebood is about the hardest hood
ernor
everyone
Stevenson,
knows.
as
fonr
to
five
feet
Mgt.
The
the
people
schemes
against
bursting
of
plun- bolters themselves are marked for
all
John young Brown, the bolter, is not
has to wear.and, all I have Ameryin reality an aspirant for governor. He der and injustice, and they noted with %laughter by -the voters. Not so much was one of the ablest and best meal point came at last with a report like an man
When be was an old
ed uncles and their habits, they pither
is posing as a candidate against Goe- apprehension his rising power and his as a memory, or a grease spot. will be In the state.
explosion.
The
water
escaped.
bait
soon
rpoll or repel the small chaps and chapGreed is never left of them after the November elec- man. Senator Goebel, then a boy, be- froze again. I
bel, while in fact Joe Blackburn is the extending influence.
have seen scores of these
gan the study of law with Governor
man he is trying to defeat. Everybody slow to recognize the hand that will tion.-Glasgow Times. Aug. 7.
pelmets who happen to be made their
ice
hillocks
in
a
His
few
Stephenson.
success
versts
of
in
his
tbe
pracknows tat Brown can not possibly take it by the throat, and early takes
nephews and nieces by an accident of
tice was phenomenal: he was soon river."
KENTUCKY CONTEST.
hope to
elected governor. His can- precautions to save itself and strike
birth. l'uties are either intensely
taken
door
and
in
his
the
office
tirne
down
its
it
became
foe.
When
known
didacy cen have but one effect, nameTennessee View of the Worth of still bears the old sign, "Stevenson &
A Bridge of
genial or intensely Meltable, and ha Air
ly, to weaken the Democratic ticket that Goebel would become a candidate A
Goebel."
Standsrd-Bee rer Goebel.
When the British force, were march
as I am concerned it is my belles' that
and make the electipn of a Republican for governor, there was arranged by
Governor Stevenson, always a pru- lug to Peking id 1860. after
these special interests a campaign of
Another deep-laid plan of the Kengovernor and legislature possible.
the captnre our colleges should include in their earmade
dent
a
its
man,
will,
and
by
The diel is for Brown to aid the slander and misrepresentation such as tucky bolters has come to naught. The
of the Takn forts. one of the rivers be- rietalum a chair of "uncleism."
Republicens to elect a governor and was never seen or heard in Kentucky end of their strenuous effort to alien- terms placed the property of his wife came so swollen
Unclehood is a relationship that mita
with the beavy rains
and
hands
child
of
in
William
the
Goebefore.
It
intended
was
never
he
ate the influence of Mr. Bryan from
legislatute, and, then, as reward for
has to /Accept. It is thrust upout nine I
his perfidy and treachery to his party should be nominated, if by any means, the support of Mr. Goebel comes in a bel, as trustee, the will -specifleallv that it was rendered almost impassable
this Reptiblican legislature is to elect fair or foul, it could be prevented; it warm and widely disseminated in- stating that he was not to give bond. While in this quandary a bright idea Ile can't help himself. To be a Other
Thus The property consisting of $250.000. or suddenly struck one of our officers. 132. or a mother is a matter of volitfort. But
Brown United States senator over Joe was never intended. if nominated, he dorsement of his candidacy.
Fliackbueo.
Is it possible that Mr. should be elected. if by any means. have his foes, through the very bitter- more, is still in the hands of Senator lug well aware that the Chinese gener- even in a free country Like our erten. If
What greater proof can be
Brown den stoop so low as this!- fair or foul, it could be prevented; it ness of their opposition, contributed Goebel.
was never intended the Louisville con- signally to the success of the Demo- given of a man's worth! Goebel, with- ally order their coffins years in advance a man has a brother or a sister, he is
Jacksorrilille Hustler, Aug. 4.
out influential friends, a young man, and keep them on time premiaes and also liable to find himself an uncle ai any
vention should be a peaceful one if cratic nominee.
14(.1100LBOOK BILL.
Goebel had a show of nomination; it
It would be strange. indeed, if these to be thus trusted by ene SO careful that they are perfectly airtight, he con- time whether be wishes to be ohe or
as
Gevernor Stevenson, is unparalleled sulted with
his bretber alters, with not. Then when it happens he's cot to
A Study of the Reform. Proposed by was never intended there should be enemies of William Goebel had left a in the records of this
or any other
unity among Democrats if Goebel stone untureed in their effprts to deany
the resnit that orders were given to reason out a course of procession, real:t'the Chinn Measure.
time;
and,
better.
Goebel
is
still
the
should he nominated.
These things feat him. They have camped upon his
In vie* of the fact that this is the were as deliberately settle° months in poetical trail from the day the Demo- trustee of Mra. Stevenson.-Bracken search all the houses of the village and out any easel in previous experietwe.season of the year when the common advance of the convention as was the crats of Kenton county determined to Chronicle.
collect every coffin. With the aid ot a John Kendrick Bangs in Woilaau'e
schools Of the county are beginning fact of Goebel's being a candidate. It send him to the state senate. There
few empty casks the soldier, construct- Home Companion.
Figure of elackeon.
the fall terms, and parents and guar- is not denied that a great many excel- has been no artifice too dishonest, no
Senator Goebel
resembles Andy ed a pontoon beeigeof coffins sufficientdians are buying new books for their lent and honorable gentlemen sincerely treachery too deep, to serve their purA Translation.
children and wards, now is a good believed, and perhaps now beneve, poses. They Meow him: they have felt Jackson more than any other elan in ly atrobg to bear the artillery, and the
"In one of the schools of this
time for them to make
a practical that the turbulency of the Louisville the strength of his arm; they justly American history in his opposition to river was thns parsed in safety
says the Worcester Gazette. "the leachstudy of the reforms proposed in the convention was due to what is called fear tho conreque es to them of. his centralized power, and the encroachnosy to Open a 'New Book.
ments of wealth. The corporations of
er. intending to relieve the monetony
Chinn schoolbook bill, which bag been the "Spirit pf Goebelism," and under election as gov
of Kentucky.
that day hated Jackson just as those
Bold the book with its back on a of the regular exercbtaa, asked tiee puIndorsed by the Democratic Mate plat- this delusion may vote against him.
In the short ri
f 40 years Wil- of today hate Goebel. Jackson stood
form and condemned by the Republic- when the real facts are that the word liam Goebel has
• from the bum- by the people. and defied monopoly. nnecth or covered table: let the front pils if they would not like to singi Of
an state platform.
eGoebelism" was merely coined by a blest poverty to
item command, Goebel is doing the same thing. board down, then the other. holding the course there was an instant Manioc in
This bill
).) was passed by the Demo- lot of political buccaneers as a cunning Ing the widest
the Jackson was execrated by the aristoc- :eaves in one hand while you open
tele affirmative, and then the teecher
n
tl
respect
crats of
tit branches of the last leg- mask, behind which to plot and de- people of a great e
monwealth can racy, the politician and the chronic few learee at the In, k. then a few at
asked what song they would prefer.
islature, nd would be a law today but ceive and mislead the people. Gen- bestow. lie has built up the largest
for the Imo of Governor Bradley. It eral allegations of wickedness are diffi- law practice, the most loyal phalanx office seeker. Goebel is hated by the the front, and a go on, alteruatme One little boy, In his eagerness to make
is therefere no fault of the Democrats cult to meet and disprove, but every ot frieads, and, above all, the most representatives of any system of rep- opening back and front, gently Kenichig the seleetiom spluttered out some hing
..e people were for Jackof Kentu ky that it is not the law now, specific charge affecting Goebel's in- highly creditable array of enemies, pression.
open the sections till you reach the which the teacher did not catch.':'urnbut it w II be the law next year just tegrity has been successfully met and that any man in Kentucky can boast. son, so they are for Goreel. Jackson center of the
voinine. D.) this two 01 log to the boy across the aisle, she askhad to fight his way by slow degrees
as certal ly as Goebel is elected gov- overthrown
He was charged with
lie has gained these things by un- to success. Gobel
has bad to do the three Butte and you will obtain the ed what Johnnie said. 'Please,' rams
ernor, ad that is almost a foregone being a ree-handed murderer; the flinching loyalty and sturdy blows.
concluslom, because when the people facts show le acted in defense of his From the moment his first candidacy same thing. Jackson reached the pres- best resnIte. Ocen the volunie vielently the unexpected answer. 'he ea* het
of Kentncky have made themselves own life when in deadly eerie He was was announced, those corporate Inter- dency. and Goebel, we tiOnl.. will do or carelessly in any one place and you wants to sing "His Country, "1' s of
thorOughlY familiar with the reforms charged with being a gambler and the eats of Kenton county that were accuse likewise. Abuse and vituperation can- will likely break the back and cause a
Orcposed by the Democratic state plat- friend of gamblers, the feces show he tomed to further their ends by political not stay his onward march; he is a goat in the leaves.
Never force the
man of diatinctlen.-Tood
Ccunty
form ttl will ralle to the standard never indulged in any form of gam- corruption, knew they had a fresh and Tees.
Malaria's
back. If it does not yiel4 to gentile
Of the p ty advocating them in such bling in his life. and that he was the resolute foe to vanquish. Before he
Major Roes said in a recent 14ture
opening
rely
upon
it
the
ba,ck
is
too
humbers as will sweep the Republic- most potent factor In the legislature in had sat in the legislature for a week I
Thompson Shoots It Into Brown.
at Liverpool that malaria was net SO
Ins al It Sir feet and make the major- expelling from Kentucky the largest their allies of the rest of the state Special to the Times.
tightly or strongly lined.
a ditiense as cholera: it did
IT y for Qoebel so large and over- gambler in it, the lottery company. He saw that their victim, had gained a Cincinnati. Aug. 4.- lion. John B. A connoiseear many years ago. an dramatic
not kill so weekly, but it killed far
ehelmintthat no ettempt by the book was charged with being an infidel; the champion who fought a foutrance. j Thompson, a leading KentimIty
excellent costumer of, mine, why
trust to ebaueh members of the gen- facts show that he has been a church
more people. In !utile it killed gbout
To the death the struggle has been crat, who is in the city. deciares that
eral ease bly will be worth trying.
member since his childhood and is a waged from that day to this. William he is no bolter nod will vote the Item- thought be knew perfectly bow to hen
5.0imemil people a year. It was also
tile !melts, came into my office when
The question of cheaper schoolbooks believer in the Christian religion. He Goebel gives and asks no quarter. If °cratic ticket from top to bottom.
a politically important disease, beqause
for the trildren of Kentucky is one was charged with being a libertine; It Is yonsible for that corporate and
"Will you take the stiamp for the bail an expensive binding jaet brought it checked the progress of civilizetloa
that MIS erlally affects every man, the facts show him to be one of the private wealth which makes the cor- ticket?" he was asked.
from the bindery ready to be sent home.
In districts the richest in the asturicki
woman or child in the commonwealth. most decorous men In public life. He ruPtion of legislators and executives a
"Yes. I shall make several speeches
and the Frioat surprising thing to us was charged with being a goidbug; part of its (muteness, to compass his de- in cur county-Mercer-and elsewhere. He. before my owes, took hold of the killing more of the English army FULA
vellum,
and
tightly
holding
the
leaves
I. that a ybody-Democrat. Republic- the facts show him to have been the feat this fall it will be done. If he is if desired."
were killed by the enemy.
in each hand, instead of allowing them
an, Pc pu 1st or Prohibitionist-should largest individual contributor to the elected. there are representatives of
"Weat do., you think of the bolting
be opposed to any measure affording Bryan campa.gn fund in Kentucky in malign influences, who so regularly movement and personnel of the pro- free play, mulebtly opened it in the
Resented.
any re:le whatever in that direction. 1S96, and to have performed the most rendezvous there, that will tremble posed ticket!"
center and exclaimed. "How beautifully
•Anti how did you come to marry
We do nt believe the rank and file effectual work for Bryan in Kenton when they again approach the state
"I believe that John Young Brown! your bindings()pen :" I aluset feinted. him?"
of eiteer arty will be opposed to such county in that year. He was charged house.
is the weakest man they could put up.
a measur when they are familiar with with treachery to Blackburn and with
And he will be elerted. The people Granting thet Goebel is everything He had broken the back of the volume.
"I didn't come to marry him,' ane
the prow lone of the bill, and before sinister des'gns on Blackburn's seat in who carried hen to his magnificent said of him by his enemies, he is a bet- and it land to be reeonnel..-" Modern metered the womanly little womaili ins
this campaign Is over it will not be the the senate: the facts are that he was victory at the Louisville convention ter Democrat than Brown; Goebel ! Bookbinding Practically Considered.'
dignantly, "he came to marry
fatale on .e Democrats if t1oey are not cad ha Blackburn's
most trusted will sweep bits to a yet grander one Bever was accused of disloyalty to his by William Matthews.
Chicago Post.
-
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POLITICAL possEs.
sound cf my vice, If there is one sin- fiends, further. I am nct bele, my
I. and so dces anybody who ever had
the
gle. solitary, unburied mother's son tureen( y.to argue the question cf the No Man Ever Saw the Day He Could age
paR
sseipnugbiair
ca
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uap
inotia
itniccieanwith an averof them who -proposee committing po- tlict ;his I am not bee teilay to a 'dicapped
as
Handle
that
candidate
Kentucky.
is now. He
crowd in the; sweiterine
litical treason hrd
theide next No- weather
Now I want to ask you. Is there any has the serr ed, unbroken ranks of the
Do you say you are afraid of politvember. let IMP nppr 1 to Foe, mi.- cin the with a presy, musty argument ical bosmetn
Republican
aa.ty
justification.
in
front
defense.
of him to
is
is
there
any
curetien of the teriff in contrain Kentueky? If you are,
takeri loethetr.
I
rot firing ie eierier iree to the r
tivo theory rf you are a little too timid. 1 am net. there any excuse or any ap_ology for a I tight. He 1 threatened with the detoilet, >nut
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cratic party is on trial. I admit that Kentucky in a great audience like this, single piece of apoetacy or treason or a repeal of that election law. Every they never will. If there isand I hope
one thing and flour trustisays. ".,1 am not going
I am here in the face of the orders of by some ome in the crowd—aaked po- any failure of fealty or loyalty to his Republican newspaper and every Re- that is demanded by the
Anglo-Saxon 10 rob son. and you have no business
party, point it out. I dare you and publican orator and every Republican race of its representati
my doctors and against the protests of litely—if I would answer—and
ves and leaders oomplalaing." 1 And
the
tobacco
I told defy you. You can not do it for
candidate swears that the Republican
my family and friends, but I am here.
it
is
says. "I
am
not
going
party will never rest in peace until it It is manhood and rourage. From the trust
and I know that every Democrat in them at once I would—wbether I wail not there.
day
when the craven Saxon
tobatco grower. T steal the
to rob
Then, if his record is clean, and if repeals the Goebel election law. All from his beaten army, the king crept •heat ally
this grand" old banner Democratic in favor of the Goebel election law,
and the iobacco by tekleg it at
army that
county would know that there was a and if I was, whether I would kindly the platform suits you. if you can not right. Let them win this fight in No- was beaten, but not
disheartened
own price nd 1 am goirg to give
funeral going on in central Kentucky give the reasons for my support of find a flaw in the record of a single vember. if God forgets to be gracious that day down to this, no scion , from
arhitra y price. at which You
an
of
the
if I failed to enter an appearance here that measure I acknowledged my ob- candidate on the ticket, I ask you to us and if • reign of the devil on Anglo-Saxon race has ever been rallied
II have to buty or starve. for I have
Applause.)
today.
ligations to my unknown friend for again as honest men, tell me what In earth is to be inaugurated and Ken- to the standard of a coward. There is a career on thq flour market and yon
My party is on trial in this contest. the favor he did me in asking the the devil drives you out of the party! tucky is to be doomed to four more not a man upon your ticket, and espe- can not tone aneywhere else."
Now, if
years of Republican Incapacity and cially
[Applause.]
ani if I had the right to pick the jury question, and I told him
the head of it that does
you don't like the trusts, if the Repubit did not emAre you going to answer and tell me misrule. Let them carry this state in mand the respect of Kentuckynot com- Henn part) get$
before which to try a Democratic isin
power
and
amain,
all
ard
sue. I would not hesitate or fail to se- barrass ire at all to answer it; that I you do not like the Louisville conven- the coming election and elect their her people. his political allies and po- will only keep ion fighting the
trusts
lect and impanel as that jury the un- wai in favor sof the Goebel election bill. tion! Don't plead the baby act, Be state ticket and carry the legislature. Utica! foes, because of his outspoken like they have! been for the last
IS
because
simply
not
a
Democrat
c legis- a man even if you are going to be an and I will bet my right arm against a
bought and unpitrchasable Democracy
courage and the manliness of his ca- months, there Will be twice as many
of Graves county and try the Issue lature had passed it. although that apostate. Tell the truth and don't counterfeit nickel: I will bet my hope reer. [Cheers.) Do the people of
dollars
in the rotted States covered
Kenthere. I am here to speak in behalf recommended it to me--nut simply be skulk or hide from it when it con- of my soul's salvation against a cotta- tucky fear the domination of aggre- by trusts Its the e are dollars of money
a Republican governor vetoed fronts you. If pour platturtn suits eerfeit penny that with the aid of a
of that party. I shall conceal nothing.
gated
capital"
civil and people throughout
Have
among
the
corporations
and
I shall tell the truth, let it cut where it. although that to my mind was proof you, and if you cannot put your finger search warrant you cannot find un- combinations and trusts any terrors the whole habi ble world.
it may, and let It hurt whom it will. conclusive of its merits—net because upon the flaw in the record of a single buried on this earth a single solitary for you! Are you honest
If you don't Ike the trusts. if yon
When yOd
If there is aught that is not to be de- a Democratic legislature had passed it candidate, what is the matter! "We Republican who would not jump in the say that you are afraid your liberties don't like the omination of railroad
fended in the records or the methods over a Republican governor's veto. but don't like Redwiee's rulings in the river before he would yote to repeal aren
day
corporattonp
b
i
and
if: you are epposed to
about.0mbtintd
to
or the principles of my party. I will I was for it as an original peoposition. Louisville convention!" Let us be fair. the Goebel election law,
sorbed
the greed of
rind combines: if yea] would rather prefer
can afford to be, for my conscience
avow it. I am not here to abuse any- I believed it was a good bill, and I faI am willing to believe that it is pos- aggregated wealth in this country! Are that the peoplei of Kentucky shall
body. I do not know the personnel or vored it on its merits, and I had ex- tells me that I have truth and right- Bible for a Republican to tell the you hunting for a leader upon whom shape its pollen,* and rule its destinies,
the makeup of this crowd. I do not actly 40 good reasons for supporting eousness on my side. and I have no truth sometimes when he tries. and it you may rely to protect you from the than for the cOirpOrat10118 and cornknow whether there are any bolting it, but didn't propose to give him but reason to skulk and dodge. You don't is an assured fact that it is not going throttling grasp of eorperation and bines and trusta get a man and
Democrats in it or not. Some of the one, but if that one did not satisfy him, like the rulings of the chairman of the to hurt him much if he does. I am trust greed' If an. there sits the man. him governor who will stand withmake
tee
Louisville convention. Is that a jug- willing to stretch my liberality to some who. by his record. is the
newspapers tell us that there were a that I would give him the other 39.
one. It is people and aga eft trusts, and we o
I ani for that Goebel election bill be- tification for bolting your party? Is extent and to believe that
thousand unconvicted bolting Demopossiit
is
not
not
it
heeler.
is
I.
fln4
come
to
you
that
man.
It
is
let
not
me
011ie
Ls!
crats gathered here in your four-hun- cause I do hot believe that under its the election of a Republican adminis- ble for a Republican. "then all the sur- James. There sits the man who
by his you you don't reed to have a search
dred-capacity courthouse on day be- operations there will ever be any more tration in Kentucky for four years a rounding, are favorable, to tell the public record is the first and foremost
warrant. The emocratic convention
fore yesterday. I do not know bow stealing of elections in the state of proper remedy for Redwine's rulings truth by accident. but I would not be- representative of the rights of the has found him f r you. raid here
he is,
many are here today, but I take it for Kentucky. but if the political thievery In the convention! Where is the man lieve the best Republican the Lord masses against the daises. If
we ask you to make him governor.
and
you
granted there must be some. I do not is to continue in Kentucky, in spite of who respects himself and fears his God ever made, if he ever did make a good people owe him a debt for nothing
else [GI eat applause

PARTY ON 1RIAL
Thity of Kentucky Democrats In
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MARY D ()ALLIS-Preparatory.
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The Bethel Beptist Aseociation, whit h
tiopainsville will have a free Street
•
'Messrs.
J. Nick and George 1/honias has been in ses.ien three days at Olivet
fair.
hes.gned
will go to Marion totuerrow to !Peed a
church in the Gsrrettsbarg vicinity,
It wit' be held the first week in OctoMale Department with all good features of a male school. Female Department with all good features of a female school.
week with relatives
cosacluded is labors and adjourned at
ber, and there ha no rea•on to doiett that
Unusually Pleasant and Healthy Location.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Richards returned
noon to day.
Ii wail be a Ppleudid snout se.
Much itidividuel attention given to the Pupils. Thorough courses leading to graduation or preparing for
yesterday from a two weeks trip to VirThe attendance was large each day,
University entrance.
Lest night there W114 a milled meeting ginia and &astern cities.
FOR YOUNG LADY
and the exercises were prcilteble and
of the Oity Celled te coueider the mat•
Board and Tuition 1 Year: FOR
Mies Maggie Graves, of Trento s, will
YOUNG MAN.. ....
ter. A committee of Imemeas men ap- he the guest of Miss Noreen N -ill, on enjoyable. The visitors were greatly
Next
Session
Begins Tuesday, Sept. 5th.
p.eased with the kindueesee and courte•
eared b .for toe melee sail Jmate Finale wee t mat week.
•
S. S. WOOLWINE, Principal Female Depaitment.
saes
extended to them by the hospitable
eueee Breathitt explained the plall.,0•83 'Messrs. Gus Rogers and
enest
A. C. BUYICENDALL, Principal Mace Department.
beeedet of tee fair. The ;senestion L whey returned this morning from people of the neighborhood. Three
sumptuous dinners were seived on the
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We will, on

Another resolution was rassed prate
irg President

Wednesday,
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premises, 3 miles below Can-

McKinley for

able attitude in the matter
ing army canteens.

his favor
of almliala

ton, Vv.,

oi the
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and showery, but clear, warmer weather immediately succeeded this and con-

land River offer for sa'e

Corn improved very rapidly and the
late corn now bids fair to make a good

public auction to the hi.host

is cleared, the balance in timber.
There are 5
double kg houses, barns,

the drouth of July; sonic corn will be
tete in ma•oring Atli will be in danger
from early trouts.

Terms

In some hemlines worms are 'Orli g eon•
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R H Petiningtoa, of 0 vcasboro, is in of htto that his defeat of Hardin aroieleht
him at mach delight MI did his own
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44
city Oxley.
rifle Herald.

Military Academy
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Danville, Ky.

termite not go before the new
won!iicouveu
accept
lion. If toe Deinen-,creta do n

Lisa Mat B:amenstiel reeurned from the prope•itioo, the blood
Nialavilie last night.
heir hands Poor old fellow!

t

be on
What a

Mr Wiliam B Seeley will leave SO- lorry figure he cuts and what a fool he
Lie let ter Milwaukee, W is.
makes of himself trying to se TO two
Mr. E 0 Cale* hits returned from a masters.-The Stanford Interi r Journal.

Richie Burnett has gone to Cadiz
to -testi Judge R. T. Baum/it's family.
Mr..

A i rift Tug RECORD.

Palmer and Buckner carried ast one

'Mos B Mitt Showers, of Elkton, is in
the city, visiting Mrs. Bailey ih'iiker• ,precinct ii Kentucky in 1891. Brown
_ i and Johnston ate after this ecord _
Cy isthmus Democrat.
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If "run-down,"-"played
just what you netd. Promott
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You wall feel better after M.COD
dose. Try it.

Better Than Quinine because it
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:,0c StiffforBosom Colored Shirts

WI:, C,ose Aug
20th

50c
38c

38c

Men's Furnishings.

$1.25 Silkine Underwear
.
for .
$1.e0 Imported Lisle Thread
for
$1.00 Imported Colored Lisle
Thread for ..
75o Imported French Bon Bon
for
75c Imported Drop Stitch Shirts
for
50c Balbriggan Shirts
for
ele Balbriggan Shirt.
for

95c

25c Men'm Lehther Belts
for
.
Ora. Ladies' Leather BA..
for .
25o Ladies' Lfrather Belts
for.. • • • ••••

Oec Linen Cambric Handkachiefs for
The Silk Handkerchiefs
for
50e Silk Handkerchiefs
for
25c Silk Handkerchiefs
for

35c

Tse Monarch Full Dress
$1.15 50e Neckweal
Shirts for
.!100 Monarch Fall Dress Shirts
for
for
15c e5e Neckwe
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fr Full Dress Shirts
68c 50c for Le titer Belts
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for
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.........
. .
for

38c
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35c

25c
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68c

55c
50c
38c
25c
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I 8c

ALL LOW SHOES AT ACTUAL COST
$300 Oxfords, ten vesting,
coin toe, for

$2 25
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visiting, ooin toe, tor.... $2
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button strap, coin toe,. lhIgLI1
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eon tie, coin toe, for. $ 1 85
$2 25 Oxfords, black and tan,
75
son tie, coin toe, for...
I
62.00 Oxfords, black son tie,
$ I .50
coin toe, for.
$1.50 Oxfords, black and tan t
a
son tie, coin toe .... .
I l
$1 25 Oxfords, tan son tie, cons
nn
Ur:
toe, for

15

$500 Ewe Stiff Hats
for
Kucx Stiff Hate
for
42.50 Black & Bro. Stiff Hata
for
41 50 Blank & Bro. Stiff Hats
for
00 Biaok & Bro Stiff Hats
for
$2.50 Black & Bro Soft Hess

$400

I 8c

68c
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25c Pore Leven Cold Handketo
delete
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35c

. ......

03c
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for
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25c
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I
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75c Negligee Shirts, collars and 50c 25c French
I 8c
for .. 4...
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„ JUL
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oi./C
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